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If you’re reading this, you probably
love YouTube as much as we do. It’s
an endless sea of content about the
most obscure topics. Not only that,
but anyone can share a video with
the potential for it to reach millions.
To top it off, it’s not just free; in some
cases, they pay you!
Despite this, both creators and
viewers seem to hate YouTube.
Demonetization issues, controversial
personalities on the trending tab and
unenforced community guidelines,
give us a lot to be grumpy about.
Is YouTube evil? Are they trying
their best but being crushed under
the endless barrage of content? Or is
all the complaining coming from a
vocal minority? Like most things, the
truth lies somewhere in the middle.
The fact is YouTube has no real
competition. Vimeo doesn’t share
revenue with creators. Vid.me just
went under. Vessel went under. There
are no viewers on Dailymotion.
Normally, when a company annoys
us, we migrate to the competition
or give up the service in general. But
we love the basic service YouTube
offers so much, the latter option is no
option at all. No more communitygenerated video? Forget it. We’ll put
up with a lot before giving up our
favorite YouTube channels.
Creators are in an even stickier
situation. They’ve built careers on

YouTube. If there was a competitive
service that was as good or better
than YouTube, moving would still
be a financial risk. You simply can’t
count on all of your audience to follow you from platform to platform,
so despite its shortcomings, staying
with the status quo is appealing.
My take is that as long as YouTube
allows everyday people to freely
upload video content and build audiences, they deserve our support. We
can’t expect they will make the right
decision every time, nor should we
expect every decision to benefit all of
their 1 billion active users.
Of all YouTube’s virtues, the most
important is that it is a platform that
facilitates free expression. Further
down the list, but still important, is
that YouTube shares its revenue with
creators, which no other major video
platform does. It’s important to keep
this perspective when considering
how much hate YouTube deserves.
Mike Wilhelm - Editor in Chief
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CONSPIRACY THEORY

The Adpocalypse is Going Nuclear

It’s time, friends. Grab your bug-out bag and head to your fallout
bunker. You’ll need a stockpile of food, water and a hard-wire internet
connection because the Wi-Fi in bomb shelters is terrible. That’s right,
we’ve passed the point of no return; we’re at DEFCON Negative 2:
complete nuclear Adpocalypse.

CONSPIRACY THEORY

BY ERIK FRITTS

THE ADPOCALYPSE IS GOING NUCLEAR

If we went into a global conflict
like WW3, maybe humanity would
die out, but at least cockroaches
would survive. The Adpocalypse
is worse. I doubt even those pesky
insects could deal with the darkest
evil ever to face content creators:
fallout of demonetization. I mean,
think about it: it’s got “DEMON”
right at the start of the word;
we should take a hint. Clearly
The Man and Mr. YouTube have
colluded together, performing an-

cient blood magick and summoning dark spirits into
existence to prevent creators from being able to make
a living through ads.
The ramifications of YouTube’s new ad policies are
huge. It doesn’t take a super-genius to recognize that
right around the time of demonetization, US relations
with North Korea became even more strained. However, few people probably realize the reason: Kim Jong-un
loves cat videos.
I have reason to believe the North Korean dictator
had secret plans on boosting his country’s GDP by
producing a channel all about cute little kitties. However, once he realized that the site’s trending features
YO UTUB E R
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CONSPIRACY THEORY

The Adpocalypse is Going Nuclear

had been revamped and he likely
wouldn’t find success because of
the new YouTube algorithm, Kim
Jong-un started testing missiles
and threatening the area where
YouTube is head-quartered: the
west coast of the United States.
This threat, caused by the Adpocalypse, is even bigger than in 2015,
when Vladimir Putin almost declared war because Jenna Marbles
stopped making “What Girls and
Guys Do” videos.
Back to current day; is there any
hope? Any reason to go on?
No, probably not.

“

WE, AS A
SPECIES, ARE
DOOMED.

It’s doubtful YouTube will go back to the old model.
The strings have been pulled; the puppets have danced.
The Man is back to his old tricks, manipulating every
channel of power to make sure he stays on top and we,
the lowly creator class, with our hilarious prank videos
and epic fail compilations, will never be recognized for
our brilliance.
This international crisis is beyond reconciliation.
We, as a species, are doomed— we have been demonetized. All we can do is hope that in the distant future,
whatever life form is next to reign supreme on this
planet can find some some vestiges of the past and
learn from our mistakes.
Humankind has surpassed the limits of mathematics, science and art. Now, the only thing worth striving
for, ad revenue, has been stripped from us. We have
nothing left but to count the days until we are completely consumed by a new dark age; a feudal, tribal
state, where warlords reign supreme in a constant
battle against each other and the elements for sheer
survival. Or even worse, we return to print media.
Erik is a writer, photographer and filmmaker from Sacramento,
California.
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AJA U-TAP

AJA - 5 Ways to a Better Live Stream

SPONSORED

Live streaming is the newest way to reach your audience, but it can be tricky. Do you know the best
way to connect to the world? Do you want the best stream possible? By the end of this article, you
will be empowered with a better understanding of what it takes to make it happen. Here are five
ways to better your live stream.

1.Use a dedicated camera. Ditch the camera on your
phone. This will allow you to get better picture quality and opens a world of possibilities optically. You’ll
also have more flexibility when it comes to composition. The nice thing is that it’s not hard to achieve.
With the AJA U-TAP, you can feed the HDMI or
SDI output from your camera to your computer. Use
UTAP HDMI for HDMI cameras and U-TAP SDI for
professional cameras. SDI is especially nice since it
locks the cable from unplugging. It’s typically found
on broadcast or cinema cameras.
2. Use multiple cameras. Now that you’ve
ditched the phone, more than one angle will give you
a more dynamic stream. The extra cameras can cover
just about anything and add production quality to
your stream. Even simple choices like wide, medium
and close up shots will enhance the viewing experience. With AJA’s Io 4K Plus and streaming software
like Wirecast, vMix and others, you can connect up
to four cameras across SDI for live switching, and
it has TB3 and mobility. Or, add the KONA 4 PCIe
Video I/O card and streaming software to a desktop
workstation for a powerful dedicated setup.
3. Keep it simple as you can. When it’s time to
stream, there is nothing worse than having to stop
and spend time fixing issues and staying organized.
Keeping a simple set up will allow for maximum
time creating and streaming content. With AJA’s UTAP, you don’t have to worry about an extra power
cord. It’s USB powered and there are no third party
drivers as it recognized as a video input device by
the operating system. All you need is the U-TAP, an
HDMI or SDI cable to connect your camera and a
USB cable to connect to your computer. Another AJA
option is HELO, a standalone solution that lets you
record, stream and deliver. It’s easy to record and use
presets for CDNs, Facebook, or YouTube.

YO U T U B E R

4. Schedule your live stream. Having a reoccurring stream will grow your audience. There is a
reason TV runs on a schedule; appointment viewing
will gain you the most captivated audience. With
AJA’s HELO, you can trigger a pre-planned start and
stop time and import simple ICS files. It frees you up
to start on time and on point.
5. Be prepared. Set up your stream long before
you go live. Don’t get caught flat footed when the
platform you’re streaming to doesn’t work the same
way it did last time. Set it up well before you plan
to stream, so when it’s time to go live, you’ll be on
when viewers expect you. With AJA’s HELO, you
can use a USB connection and the browser-based UI
to setup and configure your CDN connection before
you even arrive at your event and can calibrate to the
network bandwidth available. It has support for RTP/
RTSP, RTMP and Unicast.
If you follow these simple steps, you’ll have a
better stream. To learn more about the U-TAP, HELO
and Io 4K Plus visit AJA’s website at www.AJA.com.
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INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS

What is this Community Tab doing on my YouTube channel?

Two-way discussion capability finally arrives, making life much easier for
content creators and bringing followers closer than ever to the channels
they love.
It’s ironic that one of the biggest
purveyors of communication in
today’s society has historically
had such a struggle making it a
two-way street. It looks like that’s
finally changing with the release
of the new Community tab on
Youtube. Developed in consultation with some of the top channel
creators, this sorely needed feature
fills such an obvious hole that one
really must wonder what took
them so long.

The Community tab is, in simplest terms, a hostinitiated discussion forum for their channel. Only the
channel owner can start a topic, but anyone signed in
can post a response. YouTube is touting this as a way
for creators to connect and interact with their community. Whereas the comments section under each video
will still be for discussing that specific content, the
Community tab will be for anything that needs interactive feedback or relates to the channel as a whole. It’s
really everything the Discussion tab should have been,
but wasn’t — and heads up, that will be going away.
With the implementation of this tab, creators no longer need to go outside YouTube to reach their follow-

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS

BY PETER ZUNITCH

WHAT IS THIS COMMUNITY TAB DOING ON MY YOUTUBE CHANNEL?
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What is this Community Tab doing on my YouTube channel?

ers. Subscribers to a channel will
get notifications in their subscription feed when the channel posts
something on the tab. Thus, they
are drawn back to the channel to
view the content or post a response.
That’s not all, though. How many
times have you heard your favorite
host say, “if you like this episode
and want to see more, post a comment down below”? It’s a horrible
way of getting feedback, as the host
must then scroll down every single
comment and tally the results in
order to gauge popularity.
Well, with the new system, the
creator simply posts a poll and
waits for the results. Yup — this
new forum does that, too!
So what kind of content can you
as a creator post on the Community
tab? Well, videos for a start, just like
a regular post. The idea, though, is

to make posts that do not fit into
your regular content. Bonus material, behind the scenes, channel
updates, schedule changes — that’s
where you’ll find this especially
helpful. You may want to recognize
and call out some of your subscribers who go above and beyond. Here
is the place to do it. Images and
GIFs are also fair game.
As expected, the community will
be able to “Like” or “Dislike” posts,
and creators will be able to “Heart”
favorite posts and otherwise moderate as usual, as well.
Consider the feature in prerelease. At the moment, it’s only
available to channels with 10,000 or
more subscribers. Even then, rollout has been slow, meaning your
channel may qualify, but you still
may not be able to turn it on. We’ve
also found that many channels that

have been granted access have yet
to take advantage of it.
As with anything, we’ve noted
some quirks. As mentioned before,
the misnamed Discussion tab is
done for — and good riddance.
There will be a limited time where
users who have posted there will be
able to move their messages over.
Right now that stands at 30 days
from when the channel gets the
new feature. However, if it’s one of
those channels who haven’t used
the Community tab, they might
miss that opportunity; again users
can only post after the host does.
Still, that may be a small price to
pay, and some channels may welcome the clean slate.
We’ve also seen no talk of posting
audio only, but you can always post
a still image with your audio and
call it “video.”
On the bright side, there are
hints at even more features to
come. As it stands now, though,
this new feature is already as far
from the Discussion tab as a forum
is from Facebook’s Newsfeed. Look
for the Community tab on your
channel soon, and take advantage
of it as soon as you can. Both you
and your subscribers will be glad
that you did.
Peter Zunitch is an award-winning video
editor in New York.

The Creator Academy offers an in-depth explanation of how
Community posts can be used to connect with your subscribers.
YO UTUB E R
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SHARING PERSONAL MILESTONES
HELPS FANS RELATE TO YOUR CONTENT

Sharing milestones, whether personal or professional, allows fans of your channel
to be part of the magic. As a Youtuber, your fans are just as important as anything
else. Sharing important moments with them helps them connect with you even more.

TRENDS

BY ERIN VIERRA

SHARING PERSONAL MILESTONES HELPS FANS RELATE TO YOUR CONTENT

When something amazing happens in your life, whether it be a
personal goal met or a professional
accomplishment, the first thing
you usually want to do is share it
with the people close to you — a
significant other, family members
or friends. Some choose to share
such moments more publically
through the simple act of uploading a video online.
For those who have gone down
the road of YouTube vlogging,
sharing is a way of life. Vloggers
share everything from beauty tips
and life lessons to what kind of
coffee they had this morning. As
your channel grows and you find
yourself reaching the goals you’ve
set for yourself, that innate feeling
of “I want to share this moment” is
likely to pop up.
When you’re starting out as a
vlogger, making your very first video is a landmark in itself. Further
down the line, you might consider
reaching a specific number of subscribers or getting a million views
to be more announcement-worthy.
As vloggers, announcing significant
events that are related to your vlog
to your followers lets them in on

your life and makes them feel connected. Fans are the
glue that holds a channel together. Without them, a
channel collapses — it ceases to exist. As a creator of
a channel, you have created an environment for other
people with similar experiences to come together.
By sharing your progress with your followers, you let
them rejoice with you.
There are a couple of ways a creator can go about
doing this. Some will take the opportunity to share
their life story, like Jenna Marbles, who took the
chance to tell her story when she reached her milestone of creating 100 videos. She marked the occasion by talking about where she started — a giraffe
and a unicorn — and basic funny facts about her.
Her video also contained a slideshow of pictures

YO UTUB E R
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Sharing Personal Milestones Helps Fans Relate to Your Content

and funny clips to look back on.
This route is a good one because it
makes the creator even more relatable to subscribers.
In another example, the creators
behind the Smosh channel celebrated reaching 20 million subscribers
by creating a video to mark the moment. In the video, they included a
few of their subscribers who helped
make it possible. By doing this, they
literally made their viewers part of
their channel.
Sharing milestones with fans is
not just for vloggers. It is essential to any channel because every
channel benefits from connecting
with fans. Maybe you are a channel devoted to teaching others how
to cook. Perhaps you find yourself
moving and getting a new kitchen.
By sharing and uploading a video
announcing the move, you give
your viewers an update and allow
them a behind the scenes look at
your progress.
Viewers subscribe to your channel to hear what you have to say,
and when something good happens, they want to part of your
excitement. By sharing personal
or professional milestones with
your viewers, you have a chance to
make a connection with another
human being. No matter what occasion you are celebrating, whether small or grand, the viewers who
subscribe to your channel want to
know; it makes them part of your
family. So thank them, share with
them, and celebrate.
Erin Vierra is a Chico State graduate who
is a freelance writer for both Videomaker
and Mxdwn. She enjoys watching movies
and walking her dogs.

Jenna Marbles used a special announcement video to commemorate her 100th upload to YouTube. The video gave viewers a
chance to learn more about her and to look back at her journey
up to that point.

Smosh celebrated reaching 20 million subscribers with a video
that featured a few of their fans, making them literally part of
the celebration.
YO UTUB E R
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FILMPAC - 4K STOCK FOOTAGE FOR STUDENTS

FILMPAC’s Education Program Provides
Learning Resources for Aspiring Filmmakers

SPONSORED

For someone learning video production, getting hands-on experience with professional video clips
is a luxury not afforded to everyone. But FILMPAC wants to change this. For the cost of a used
textbook, FILMPAC provides a library of stock footage that inspires students and gives instructors
an unmatched resource to help students develop into tomorrow’s film community leaders.

FILMPAC founder Caleb Rexius
says ”I personally would have absolutely loved to have [this] early on in
my journey — and I think it would
have made me a better editor and
cinematographer.” Students benefit
but so do their instructors, who are
given free access to the footage to
incorporate into their curriculum.
All of FILMPAC’s footage is 4K
and packaged into themes that can be
used together for complete videos.
FILMPAC founder Caleb Rexius
says he’s excited to give students
and instructors “the ability to use 4K footage shot
by professional cinematographers as a learning tool.”
When talking about his use of FILMPAC’s education program, Tom Leach, an instructor at Loyola
Marymount University in California, said “as a film
school educator, having a full cinematic collection of
FILMPAC footage available to educate my students
is a game changer!”
Tom took advantage of the program to bring value
and resources to his students, saying “My students
are using these 4K assets to make projects look 10x
their budget.”

How it Works

When an instructor signs up for the education
program, they’re given free access to footage to
incorporate into their curriculum. Students license
the footage for $99 per student. However, FILMPAC offers a 50% discount to students who register
through their instructor. Although the license is
not for commercial use, students can use the footage in their portfolios. When speaking about what
FILMPAC offers to his students Tom said “Having

YO U T U B E R

a high-quality portfolio is the first step in landing
meaningful job opportunities.”
The FILMPAC Student License offers 24 themed
pacs and over 1,500 4K (UHD) clips. This gives
students professional footage to learn storytelling,
grading, composition, location scouting, blocking
actors and everything in between. FILMPAC aims to
help the students of today become the filmmakers of
tomorrow. This hit home for Tom Leach. “My students are thrilled to spend less time worrying about
production elements and more time crafting a great
story.”
It’s FILMPAC’s goal to offer students cinematic
stock footage clips that don’t look stock. Moreover,
for teachers or students learning how to grade, the
footage is delivered graded and ungraded (log), and
they are instantly downloadable.
FILMPAC hopes students find their education program to be affordable, dynamic and full of contemporary video clips. “Now that I’m mentoring aspiring
filmmakers myself, I get to see what an amazing tool
this really can be,” says Rexius.
Click here to learn more about FILMPAC’s Education Program.
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OPINION
Logan Paul is Doomed to Be a Maverick Forever
Comments sections are full of speculation about YouTube’s
apparent preferential treatment towards Logan Paul.
Many have postulated that Logan is a cash cow, a golden
boy, and that YouTube has invested too much in him already for him to really face consequences. That may be
true, but what’s more interesting is how he has come to
inhabit this zone of apparent immunity.

Logan Paul has been hard to avoid
these last couple of months. His
recent actions and their impact on
the broader community have made
him a target of heated criticism
across the internet. Subscriber or
not, Logan Paul news has likely
infested your feeds.
For more context, let’s go back
about a year to PewDiePie and
the beginning of the Adpocalypse.
The Wall Street Journal story that
framed PewDiePie (real name
Felix Kjellberg) as a Nazi sympathizer also led to a crisis over
brand safety and what content can
be considered advertiser-friendly.
Suddenly, YouTube had to make
a lot of rules very quickly, starting with consequences for Felix,
including the cancellation of his
YouTube Red series.
More broadly, new and stricter
guidelines, designed to satisfy
advertisers and enforced by bots,
resulted in widespread demonetization and very little feedback
for creators trying to keep their
AdSense revenue. This problem

is well-known and on-going. But
despite the struggles the average
creator must overcome to collect
AdSense revenue, Logan Paul’s videos, apart from a brief suspension
from YouTube’s Partner Program
that lasted just a couple of weeks,
have continued earning.
Beyond the clearly distasteful
manner in which Logan addressed
the body he and his crew found
in Japan’s Suicide Forest, much
of the outrage surrounding this
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BY NICOLE LAJEUNESSE

issue stems YouTube’s response
as a platform — a video with a
dead body literally in the thumbnail made it into YouTube’s top
trending, and it was Logan, not
YouTube, who eventually removed
the video from the platform. Compared to YouTube’s reaction to the
PewDiePie fiasco, punishment
for Logan Paul has been perceived
as slow and underwhelming. The
suspension of his YouTube Original is expected to be lifted, and his

OPINION

Logan Paul is Doomed to Be a Maverick Forever

removal from the YouTube Preferred Partner program seemed
like an afterthought.
The comparison between Logan and Felix is an easy one to
make—they both have merch, they
both have legions of devoted fans
and they have both been at the center of a media sh**storm. However,
Felix has never been particularly
ad-friendly, while Logan Paul is
basically making ads already—for
his merch, for his brand, for his
lifestyle of excess and unbridled
spending—which is exactly the
kind of content that attracts the
kind of audience advertisers want.
Logan Paul has made himself
saleable in a way that PewDiePie
hasn’t. And YouTube, whether consciously or not, bought into Logan’s
brand—the Maverick “revolution”—as much as anyone.
Brands are palatable — they’re
designed to spark desire in a lot of
people, which means they must be

morally and ideologically safe. Logan has become all but inseparable
from the Maverick brand, which
insists that you can be whoever
you want, do whatever you want
and never care about what other
people think.
The pervasive branding throughout his channel should make Logan
safe, appealing, palatable. And
Logan Paul is palatable, likable
even—until he’s not. On the surface, Maverick represents a positive
message for young people looking
for their place in the world, but like
all branding, that message is undercut by the desire to sell you something: You can be yourself, but only
when you wear these socks with my
parrot on them. You can experience
all this opulence and freedom, but
only through my videos.
In The Existential Horror of
Logan Paul, YouTuber Big Joel
explains the trap Logan has crafted
for himself. Because nothing

Each step Logan took to build the Maverick brand also brought him
closer to this moment in Japan’s Suicide Forest.
YO UTUB E R
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can exist outside of the Maverick
brand—now inextricable from
Logan’s identity—anything and everything captured in the vlog must
support that brand. Joel describes
Logan as interacting with the world
as if it were a cardboard cut out. He
says, “When you transform yourself
into a commodity, it’s hard to make
a sense of connection or meaning feel genuine.” Similarly, Philip
DeFranco, in his first episode about
the controversy, says of Logan’s
vlogging practices, “Everything
is content, and when everything
is content, nothing is sacred.”
PewDiePie puts it more bluntly:
“Logan is a straight-up sociopath.”
Because Logan has become so
consumed by branding, nothing
external can be real or meaningful.
Everything must be jammed into
the Maverick narrative, which states
that you can and should do anything
you want. And because the Marverick/Logan Paul brand was—and
still is—so powerful, it has hidden
Logan’s less appealing qualities long
enough for them to reach a critical
mass and explode out of the brand’s
well-crafted seams and into the eye
of the public.
Though Logan is still under a
probation period that prevents
his videos from receiving Google
Preferred ads and appearing in
Trending or Recommended, it’s
clear that, at least in the eyes of
YouTube, those seams are already
being mended.
Nicole understands the power of effective
branding. She’s also YouTuber’s Managing
Editor.

OPINION
Making Money on YouTube Just Got Harder
If you want to get rich quick with YouTube, invest in Google stock!
Many think I jest, but with the recent changes to the requirements for
their Partner and Preferred Partner Programs severely affecting small
to mid level creators, Google stock may actually be your best option
if you’re looking to make money with YouTube. Here’s why.
BY ODIN LINDBLOM
In April 2017, after the Adpocalypse,
many YouTubers were hit with the
new requirement of having 10,000
lifetime views in order to participate in AdSense as well as other
partner perks. In the fall, many
creators were in the queue waiting
to be re-monetized after finally hitting the 10,000 mark. They waited
and waited, many for three or four
months, until January when YouTube announced their new requirements for creators to participate in
the Partner Program. Now, creators
will need 1000 channel subscribers
and 4000 hours (which equates to
240,000 minutes ) of viewing time
within the past year in order to
participate in the YouTube Partner
Program (YPP). Additionally, YouTube says that, “Any channel previously part of YPP that no longer
meets the YPP eligibility requirement will not be able to monetize,
including sponsorships and Super
Chat.” This change suggests that it
would probably take at least a year
for any new creators to see any type
of compensation from YouTube.
Another requirement that many
creators fear is the burden of
maintaining their 1000 subscrib-

ers and 4000 hour per year watch
time, since YouTube will be monitoring this every month to ensure
that creators continue to meet
their “high standards.” YouTube
has tried to reassure creators by
saying, “You won’t lose monetization just because you drop below
the threshold for a short period
of time. YouTube does however
reserve the right, at its discretion,
to remove monetization from
channels who drop below the new
threshold if the channel is inactive and not uploading or posting
for 6 months or more.” Of course
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what has creators concerned is
the language in that statement
saying that YouTube “reserves the
right, at its discretion.” The fact
that YouTube has changed creator
requirements twice within a one
year period does not leave creators
feeling very confident.
		
A CASE OF THE HAVES
AND HAVE NOTS
YouTube claims that, “This update
allows us to protect the creator
community from spammers, impersonators and other bad actors
who hurt our ecosystem or take

OPINION

Making Money on YouTube Just Got Harder

advantage of creators, while continuing to reward those who make
our platform great.” But what this
really translates to is more money
for top tier, Preferred Partner
creators who already have many
advantages over their programonly counterparts.
YouTube claims that these new
changes won’t affect most since
“99% of all [demonetized] YouTube
creators earn less than $100 a year”
which equates to approximately
$2.50 a video. Dan Currier, who
has multiple channels including the Average Dan, suggests
these numbers are way off. Before
the recent changes, Dan said he
earned significantly more than
this per video, but he has less
than 1000 subscribers for some
of his channels. Additionally, Dan
pointed out that even $2.50 a video
could provide an emotional uplift
for some creators.
Some creators are in a similar
boat. They suggest that YouTube
should be looking at the profitability of channels as opposed to
these new, random requirements.
However, this is not case. 95% of
all creators are at the whims of
YouTube’s “family-friendly” AI bots
who just aren’t that smart or for
that matter friendly. Often, they
will improperly categorize and
demonetize a video based on YouTube’s algorithms, and since the
initial implementation of the algorithms, many creators have questioned how the top 5% of creators
could publish content that the AI
bots prohibit for the remaining
95%. YouTube just announced that

they will be subjecting all content
in their Preferred Partner Program
to human review. Is this because,
recently, the algorithms couldn’t
recognize a dead body in Logan
Paul’s video?
SO WHAT IS YOUTUBE
REALLY TRYING TO
ACCOMPLISH?
Many have questioned if this isn’t
all a ploy by YouTube to clean
house. Others think it’s a way for
YouTube to continue to increase
their profits by taking advantage
of smaller and now also mid-level
creators. In a statement released in
2016 by the CEO of YouTube, Susan
Wojcicki, she noted that although
YouTube has been around for over
a decade, they are still in investment mode, claiming that profitability is not the focus; additionally,
they have no timetable suggesting
when that might happen. I suppose
when Google is your parent company, little things like profitability
may not be important; however, for
all the creators out there who are
being demonetized, profitability is
one of their biggest concerns.
Many critics also note that
YouTube has limited what can be
included on cards, with changes
geared toward affecting small to
mid-level channels that also rely on
platforms such as Patreon. However, YouTube claims that, “Access
to many features like cards, end
screens, or custom thumbnails
doesn’t depend on YPP and won’t
be impacted... previously, you were
required to be a YPP to link to external websites from cards and end
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screens, but we’ve changed that. If
you’re using this feature already,
you’ll be able to continue using
it in the future, even if you’re no
longer part of YPP.”
In light of these critiques and
more, YouTube has tried to console
creators by pushing their YouTube Creator Academy, claiming
it will help creators meet the new
requirements. However, many
mid-level creators dismiss this,
claiming the push is insulting.
For contrast, we can look to Patreon’s response to user concerns
over changes to that platform. On
December 7, 2017, Patreon introduced a new $0.35 fee for Patrons
in addition to a charge of 2.9% of
the amount pledged. This severely
affected smaller creators. Less
than a week later, Patreon’s CEO
apologized and said the new fee
would not be implemented. While
many creators hope this might
happen for them with YouTube,
this is likely wishful thinking.
Many pundits suggest that
YouTube might lose much of its
current content if disruption from
a competitor occurs, especially one
offering access to a bigger audience and better compensation.
This indeed could happen with
AmazonTube. Will it soon be YouTube’s biggest rival? Only time will
tell. Either way, small to mid-level
creators will really need to explore
alternative revenue streams if
they’re looking for compensation
or monetary support.
Odin Lindblom is a cinematographer and
an award winning editor.
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THE SLOW MO GUYS
UPLOADS: 186
SUBSCRIBERS: 10,368,439
VIDEO VIEWS: 1,353,644,646
CHANNEL TYPE: ENTERTAINMENT
USER CREATED: AUG 15TH, 2010

The Slow Mo Guys have become one of the most popular channels
on YouTube by giving their audience a new way of seeing the world.

INSIDE THE
SLOW MO GUYS

AN INTERVIEW WITH
GAVIN FREE AND DANIEL GRUCHY
BY ERIK FRITS

Gavin Free leveraged his access to
a high-end camera into an online
sensation with over 10 million
subscribers and 1.2 billion views.

Known to fans as The Slow Mo
Guys, Gav and his friend Daniel
Gruchy are YouTubers who use
super fast Phantom cameras to
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view the world at a pace the naked
eye could never achieve. Shooting at 1000+ frames per second,
the subjects of their videos have

INSIDE THE SLOW MO GUYS

AN INTERVIEW WITH GAVIN FREE AND DANIEL GRUCHY
ranged from slapping Dan in the
face to creating a fire tornado.
For their newest project, The Super Slow Show, the guys teamed
with YouTube Originals to get the
budget and production tools needed to move The Slow Mo Guys out
of the backyard and onto a scale
that we’ve all been waiting for.
How It All Began
Gav met Dan while they were
working together at the British supermarket chain, Waitrose. Their
friendship was cemented through
gaming and making fun videos
together in their backyards.
Gav explains, “I’ve always been
into cameras, so even before I
had the slow mo cameras, I’d just
make various videos with different friends just with normal video
cameras; stupid videos when we
were teenagers… I always felt like
Dan was the easiest to interact

with on camera. He’s always up for
anything. I’d be like “go over there
and trip over that thing” and he’d
be like, “All right, I’m on it,” so we
ended up with pretty good banter,
and we also played video games
together all the time, so I think
that helped. We’re always trying to
crack each other up and have some
funny banter, so I think it worked
out pretty well on camera.”
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Gav went on to pursue filmmaking, getting a job with Green Door
Films, Europe’s first production
house to utilize the high-speed
Phantom. “I worked on hundreds
of commercials and the occasional
movie and music videos,” he says.
Meanwhile Dan joined the British military. The pair, however,
remained friends while pursuing
very different paths.
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Outside of his job, Gav was active
with the online community for
Rooster Teeth, known for projects
including Red vs Blue and Drunk
Tank. As his relationship with the
company grew, he was offered a
position creating content for them.
“I was a big fan of Rooster Teeth
since I was 14 years old, so I’ve
been following since a month after
they started that company, and I
became well known in that community. It’s a very community
driven company, so typically, if
they want to work with people
they just hire straight from the
community… They liked my style
of making videos, and liked my
personality I guess; I have no idea
why,” Gav chuckles.
Taking the job wasn’t as easy it
seemed, as navigating the bureaucracy of being a UK citizen trying
to work in the US presented some
issues. Gav tackled the problem
with a creative flare and led to the
creation of The Slow Mo Guys: “I

was the first foreign hire (at Rooster Teeth)… I didn’t
qualify for any type of visa because I didn’t have a
degree, so I looked at my situation and thought I can
use these cameras, and YouTube exists, so if I can
become big on YouTube, I can become well known
enough to qualify for an O1 visa.”
The Slow Mo Guys
In taking stock of his resources, Gav found the makings of YouTube stardom.
“I worked with one person who had the only two
high-speed cameras in the UK at the time; I built
up enough trust with him that he would let me take
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these ridiculously expensive cameras and go off and knock about
with them,” Gav explains. “No one
in our age at that time had access
to cameras that could film so slow,
so we were at a huge advantage at
the beginning.”
He coupled the high speed
camera with his natural on-screen
ease with Dan, and the two began
shooting slow motion videos in
their backyard.
“It was the opportunity to suddenly start seeing the world in slow
motion; literally anything I could
think of, I could point the camera
at. It was great fun,” Gav recalls.
Their process started out relatively simply, “Borrow the cameras
on the weekend… We’d grab stuff
from my garden shed and just
think ‘what would look great.’ As it
grew from there, we had to think
of more and more things. We
ended up doing little brainstorming sessions, thinking ‘yeah, this

would look cool, that would look cool’. Sometimes it
works, sometimes it doesn’t.”
Their subjects provide a visual feast when played
in slow motion, from paint bouncing on a speaker to
hitting jelly with a tennis racket. “Basically anything
that you can’t see what happens with your own eyes
— often with a slow motion camera, you get to see a
whole other world, and it’s really interesting to see
what looks good and what doesn’t, so we just sort of
experiment and brainstorm,” says Dan.
Gav and Dan handled the entire operation on their
own for quite some time, finding a way to divide the
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work. Dan explains, “Usually it’s
just me going to a shop, Home
Depot or something, thinking,
‘hmmm how can I achieve what
we want to achieve with the stuff
here.’ Sometimes you get inspiration in the shop, and I’ll just buy a
bunch of random stuff and take it
back to Gav’s place, and Gav will
be in charge of all the technical
stuff, all the camera work while I’ll
be building the props, doing that
all that sort of thing, and maybe
performing a stunt.”
Production
One production difference that
separates The Slow Mo Guys from
many other YouTube channels
is their tendency to block shoot,
where they film multiple episodes
over a few days then release them
spread out over the next few

months. This style of shooting has
been necessitated by their individual schedules, first with Dan
serving in the military, then Gav
moving to the US.
“We have to do it all at once,
‘cause I had a full time job and so
did Gav, so we’d have have to take
a couple weeks at a time, when I’d
be in country and just bulk shoot…
But for a while no one seemed to
notice... At one point, I was on
duty in Afghanistan and I think
we filmed one video in the whole
year… I was on R&R, I came to
Austin for RTX, Rooster Teeth
Expo, and we managed to film a
video there, but that was it for the
whole year and no one noticed,”
Dan explains.
Gav makes sure to plan regular
releases in-between these shooting
blocks: “When Dan leaves after a
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THE SLOW
MO GUYS
DON’T WORRY ABOUT
THE LENGTH
OF THEIR
VIDEOS AS
MUCH AS THE
CONTENT.

filming session, I count how many
usable videos we ended up with,
then we sort of plan out when he’s
next going to be over, and I have
to decide based on that how often
I’m going to release videos. It averages out to about once a month or
once every three weeks.”
The Slow Mo Guys don’t worry
about the length of their videos as
much as the content. According
to Gav, “Our channel’s not really
about trying to beat the algorithm.
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In my opinion, if you’ve got some
very interesting looking footage in
the video, people will watch it no
matter what the length is. I never
try to put any padding in the video,
I’ll just show the most interesting
stuff we’ve got and I’ll trim out a
minute or so, and whatever length
we’re left with I’ll upload.”
With videos that run a gamut of
speeds depending on the subject,
Gav has to decide what frame rate
and resolution to shoot each video
in. This requires a certain amount
of guesswork, but like most things,
experience goes a long way towards
getting it right. He explains, “When
you’ve been doing this for so long,
you can kinda get an idea of what
combination of cameras and frame
rates and resolution that you need.
We pick between three different
cameras that we use depending on
if we want it to be a very-cool-tolook-at 4K video that’s not necessarily as fast, or a much lower resolu-

tion extremely high frame rate video like the ‘How TV
Works’ video that we just put out. You get the hang of
it, and typically I try to shoot the maximum speed I can
so I can speed it up in post. It’s always better to shoot
too slow than not slow enough, because you can’t put
frames in in post, but you can take them out.”
Another aspect of producing slow motion videos is
sound. The Phantom cameras don’t record sound, so
Gav gets creative in post-production, “I’ll take the real
time sound from our regular camera and I’ll sort of
slow it down slightly and plonk it on the timeline, to
give us a place holder. If you slow down real sound that
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much, it becomes completely inaudible… I then find sounds that are
similar, usually from sound effect
libraries, then I slow them down a
little bit to give it a bit of realism. If
you’re looking at water splashing
around in slow-mo, and you play
real time water splashing it’s not
going to match at all.”
Even with the work split between the them, issues come up
in having a small crew. Gav recalls
one instance: “We were doing a
video where two paintballs were
colliding, we had two paintball
guns, two gas cans, and during the
process of replacing one of the gas
all of the gas leaked out, and we
didn’t have a spare one, so because
there was only two of us, that was
the end of the shoot. We had to
leave and go to Home Depot, then
come back and finish.”

It’s also important to note that
not everything they try works out.
They aren’t afraid to reshoot an experiment, or abandon it altogether
if it seems like it won’t be interesting or viable.
Dan states, “Sometimes we can’t
get a reaction that we want, we
can’t get the experiment to work in
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a certain way, and we end up just
ditching it and then maybe trying
again the next filming session.
Like for some reason, it took us
ages to get mentos and coke right.
I think we bought some really
bad coke the first time, where the
reaction just wasn’t impressive.
So we tried that again later. And
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sometimes we get it all shot and
we decide that the slow mo just
isn’t interesting enough if it’s not
something that people haven’t
seen, or it doesn’t show something
in a new way.”
Gav adds, “I would say that,
based on the stuff we shoot in
the back garden, we only upload
around fifty percent of it.”
Safety
In their experiments, Gav and
Dan make sure to take safety
into account before shooting any
project. Dan explains, “I’ve gone
‘we’re not doing that, it’s just not
going to happen, I’m not comfortable doing that’ sometimes… We’ll
have little contraptions to make it
safe, like we did one with a microwave, where we found a method of
hiding around the corner to make

it safe. We think about it and we
take precautions to be sure.”
Gav adds, “There’s some things
that we’ve written down and even
sometimes gotten the props ready
and decided against it because it’s
too unpredictable. One time we
had a suggestion to throw things
into a flipped upside-down lawnmower, which I assume would
make some nice footage, but it
seemed too unpredictable, like
if the blades flew off or if some
shrapnel flew out and killed one of
us. We tend to err on the safer side
even though some of them [the
videos] look quite dangerous.”
Dan notes, “I’ve somehow built
up a lot of experience in what’s
gonna work and what’s not. I can
sometimes look at something and
say ‘that’s safe, or that’s not safe’
having experienced the military
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practical side of things. And also,
just filming the videos, I’ve built
a wealth of knowledge on what’s
good and what’s not; what’s going
to work and what’s not.”
The Super Slow Show
and Beyond
In late January of 2018, The Slow
Mo Guys launched their newest
project, a collaboration with YouTube Originals called The Super
Slow Show. The project is filmed
in Southern California and allowed them to work on videos that
were otherwise outside the scope
of their production facilities (aka
their backyard) and their budget.
The Super Slow Show enlists
well known figures such as actor
Dylan Sprouse, actor/neuroscientist Mayim Bialik, physicist/
performance artist Dr. Megavolt,
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sumo wrestler Yama, basketball
star Kevin Durant and skate legend
Tony Hawk. The show provides
bigger stunts and experiments
than Gav and Dan have previously
been able to do.
Gav explains the origins of The
Super Slow Show: “At VidCon
2016, I pitched the idea of a bigger budget slow-mo show to the
YouTube Originals team, based on
bigger things that we couldn’t do in
our backyard. Originally it involved
more travel, where we would
actually go to different places,
where you’d have to go to the event
in order to film it in slow mo as
opposed to something you could
just recreate. But then it became a
much bigger show than that, where
we actually had a full blown set out
in the desert and tons of ideas and
tons of crew, which was nice.”
Other than a bigger budget and
bigger stunts, the Super Slow Show
releases videos four days a week for
12 weeks, giving fans a ton of content in a short period of time.
After the Super Slow Show wraps
season 1, the duo will go back to
producing videos their usual way
and closer to their older release
schedule. Gav, Dan and their fans
all look forward to the new, even
higher-speed Phantom camera,
supposedly coming out in the next
year. “We’ll be going even slower as
time goes on,” says Gav.
Parting Advice
Gav offers some advice to new
content creators looking to make
their place on YouTube: “Figure out
something that you enjoy doing

that isn’t a chore, then just start making it. I wouldn’t
focus too much time learning technique, in terms of
editing or the way you should be on camera; you just
get the hang of it over time. Maybe your first twenty
videos wouldn’t be any good, but you would have
learned a lot and I think that’s typically how creators
get started; they never really go in fully educated on
the situation — you can learn along the way.”
Dan adds that, “It has to be something you’re passionate about and that you love doing. That’s the
number one thing.”
Erik Fritts is an award winning writer, photographer, and filmmaker based in Hollywood, CA. He can be found in real life playing with his two giant dogs, or online @ErikFritts.
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Since the invention of online video games, there has been a parallel development of
voice and text chat clients targeting gamers. Cooperative online play demands effective
communication, making a Ventrilo, Mumble or TeamSpeak server a necessity for any
guild. As the gaming community has progressed, we have entered the era of Discord.

Guides:

How to Use Discord to Build an Engaged Community
BY NICOLE LAJEUNESSE
Like TeamSpeak and Vent before it,
Discord provides a way for guildies
and teammates to communicate
during game play. And like its predecessors, gamers tend to hang out
to chat with friends regardless of
game-playing status. The modern
equivalent to a clubhouse where
you know you might meet a friend
or two, established servers offer a
place for people to connect, chat
and play games together no matter
where they are in the world.
Here’s where Discord is different
from its predecessors: While TeamSpeak 3, Ventrilo and Mumble — the
three most popular voice chat clients
before Discord hit the scene — all
share a decidedly ugly interface,
Discord is utterly intuitive and even,
dare I say, pretty. Discord’s more
user-friendly interface is paired with
a more robust text chat service, featuring everything from link embeds
and emoji reactions to integrated
Giphy search.
These two factors don’t just
make Discord more appealing to
gamers; they also make it more
accessible to those outside of the
gaming community. Discord may

have been built by gamers for gamers, but it has the
potential to provide space for all sorts of communities to hang out and connect. In an era dominated by
absentee friendship built on empty likes and shares,
Discord makes room authentic discussion.
For the YouTube creator — gaming-focused or otherwise — Discord can be a great way to build a stronger community around your content. With Discord,
you can reach your most engaged fans directly, and
more exciting, those fans can connect and engage
with each other, as well. More than a means to boosting watch time, these connections are the fabric of a
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Discord for YouTube Creators:
How to Use Discord to Build an Engaged Community

lasting community that can provide real friendship and support to
its members.
HOW TO GET STARTED
Discord already provides extensive support guides, so this
article will not provide detailed
instruction into the technical aspects of joining Discord and setting up a server. Instead, we’ll be
looking at the more philosophical
questions of role management
and channel organization (and
how to make sure your server has
all the coolest emojis).

But before any of that, you’ll have to decide why you
want to create a community using Discord in the first
place. Why do you want to connect with viewers in
this way and what kinds of discussions do you want
to take place on your server? Is your server a place
for subscribers to casually hang out or do you want
to create a more structured support network with
specific community goals and expectations?
On a more practical note, you’ll also have to give
your server a name and an icon. For YouTube creators, this should be easy; you already have a name
and profile pic picked out, and there’s no reason you
can’t reuse them for your Discord community. On the
other hand, don’t be afraid to get creative. Your Discord community will be connected to your YouTube
channel, but their purposes are not exactly the same
It will take some
time and thought
before you have
your Discord server
set up in a way that
works for your community. It all starts
with your server
name and icon.
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and you may decide you want your
Discord server name or icon to
reflect that difference.

Decide what kinds of converstations you
would like to encourage and design your
channel list accordingly.

CREATING CHANNELS
Once you’re server has been established, it’s time to
start making channels — those are your different
voice and text chat rooms — and organizing them
into categories. Here’s where your server will really
start to take shape.
If we go back to the clubhouse analogy, the different channels are like different rooms within that
clubhouse. Is your clubhouse a huge mansion with
dozens of ornate rooms all built for a specific purpose, or is it more like a tree-house in someone’s
backyard? Both have their charms, of course. How
you structure your server depends on how you want
people to use and inhabit that space.
Most servers will include some kind of general text
chat channel and you may also want specific channels
for server information, community news or event
announcements. Keeping this kind of important info
separate from busier text channels ensures it will
always be easy for members to find.
Depending on the size of your community, you
may also need separate voice and text channels for
different types of discussions. Think again about
your goals for your Discord community and decide
how you can structure your server to best facilitate
reaching them. If your YouTube channel features
mostly drawing tutorials, for instance, your goal
might be to have your subscribers share projects
they make in response to your videos. In that case,
you could make an art-share channel where people
can post and comment on drawings from the community. The same server might also have an art-appreciation channel, where members can discuss their
favorite artists and what makes them so great. You
can define the purpose of each channel in the channel description so people know what’s appropriate to
post in any given channel.
The kinds of discussion you want to encourage will
vary based on your YouTube channel, but the idea
here is to make space for all of the different conversations that might take place without going overboard
dividing topics into smaller and smaller slices. If
a channel sees very little use after your server has
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grown up a bit, consider restructuring your server to eliminate
that channel or merge similar
channels together so they remain
active. You won’t want to shuffle
things around too frequently, but
there will be growing pains that
need to be addressed as your community gets established.
You’ll also want at least one voice
channel. The most common setup
is to have one general voice chat
channel with a few less-used channels for specific activities, or for
when members just want to have a
quieter conversation than the one
happening in the main channel.

Once all of your text and voice chat channels are
established, organize them using categories. This allows server members to collapse whole sections they
don’t find relevant and generally keeps your server
feeling clean and organized.
ESTABLISHING ROLES
With your text and voice channels set up, it’s time to
determine how different community members can
interact with them. You can do this by creating roles,
then assigning permissions to those roles on a serverwide or per channel basis.
Discord uses a linear role hierarchy system. When
a user is assigned a role or roles, they will receive all
of the permissions allowed by those roles as well as
the permissions of the roles below it on the roles list,
including the permissions of the default @everyone

You can manage permissions
for each role on
a server-wide or
per channel basis.
Categories can be
used to manage
permissions across
multiple text and
voice channels.
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role. Therefore, it does actually
matter how you order roles on the
list. These roles establish serverwide permissions for each user,
but you can use channel-specific
permissions for even more control over which roles can chat in
which channels. You can also edit
permissions for all channels in
a category at once, streamlining
the management process a bit.
This gets deep, so if you’re new to
Discord, start simple and make
adjustments as necessary.
There are three reasons to spend
time creating a hierarchy of roles
for your server. The first is general
server maintenance and moderation. The second is to recognize
member contributions to the
community. The third is to have
the ability notify specific groups of
people through mentions.
Just like on YouTube, it’s possible that nasty comments or
unwanted content will at some
point make it into your Discord
server. It takes a bit more dedication to troll a Discord community
than it does a YouTube comments
section, but not much more. That’s
where a member role comes in
handy. The name for this role
might vary based on server theme,
but the function is the same: a
member role separates the randoms who stumbled in via a public
invite link from those who actually
want to participate in community
discussions. It’s not a bad idea to
make your member role a prerequisite for sending messages, at
least in certain channels. You can
also limit image uploads and link

embeds while allowing regaular text. If you’re especially protective, you can even block non-members
from seeing certain channels altogether.
Depending on the size of your community, you
may also want to establish at least one moderator role
besides your default Owner role, which bypasses all
role specific permissions. Assign roles to your moderators depending on how much control you want
them to have — you might give a junior moderator
only kick and mute privileges, but a senior mod may
have the power to permanently ban people. At the top
of the list, the administrator permission is an especially powerful one to grant. It allows members with
that role to do nearly everything the server owner can.
Only give this permission to your most trusted inner
circle of moderators.
Aside from moderation, you can use roles to establish different membership tiers and vanity roles. The
role hierarchy system also extends to role colors — the
top most role color will displayed in chat and in the
member list. Assigning special roles with identifying
colors can be a fun way to recognize members of the
community. Patreon donors, for instance, might get
a special Patron role that makes usernames with that
role show up, let’s say, bright pink. Now, anyone with
that pink name will be immediately recognized as a
Patron — and treated with the appropriate respect.
You can also use the role to give Patrons access to
private text and voice channels to make their contributions even more rewarding.
Finally, roles can be used to group together people
with similar interests for easier communication. In
the same way you can mention individual users using
@username and all server members using @everyone,
Discord allows you to use mentions to send notifications to all members of a particular role. If you’re a
gaming personality active on multiple gamers, you
might want to add a RustFam role, for instance, to
easily notify your Rust-playing fans when a new video
is up, or you could use a BattleBuddy role to get members who are interested in Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds pumped for your next PUBG stream.
Roles and channels form the core structure of
your community. You can make them as simple or as
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elaborate as you want, but make
sure they facilitate the community
you’re trying to develop — in other
words, use roles and channels to
construct the kind of clubhouse
you and your subscribers want to
hang out in.
ADDING EXTRAS
With your clubhouse built, it’s
time to spruce up the decor.
Discord allows you to upload PNG
files to use as emojis throughout
your server. Members can then use
the emojis in text channels and as
reactions — an excellent opportunity to perpetuate inside jokes
within the community to bring
members closer together. You can
also add bots to your server to perform a variety of functions. Music
bots like Rhythm are especially
popular, but there are a number
of server management bots and
game-playing bots that can help
with administrative tasks or just
keep your members active and
entertained. Both custom emojis
and bots are optional, especially at
the beginning of your server’s life,
and it’s likely you will collect more
of both over time.
GRAND OPENING
By now, you should feel satisfied
with the basic structure of the
server. Some settings will likely
change as your community grows,
so be prepared to make adjustments. However, you won’t know
what needs tweaking until people
start using the spaces you’ve created. It’s time to create an invite
link and share it with your fans.

Invite links are created on a per channel basis, so
choose which channel you want new users to see first
and create your invite link there. You can set the link
to never expire for a permanent, reusable invite link,
or do let your invite links expire for more control
over when new members join. The expiration period
is adjustable from 30 minute up to a full day.
You know your audience best, so promote your
Discord server in a way they will respond to. You
might include the invite link in your video descriptions and remind viewers to join you there for deeper
discussions. You can also share the link on other
social media platforms where you viewers hang out.
The new Community tab is another way to get the
word out to fans.
However you get new members to join, keep
the community active by regularly contributing to
discussions, encouraging conversations between
members and moderating as necessary. Running a
Discord server can be a lot of work, but the benefits
for certain creators can be huge. The clubhouse you
build will do more than encourage viewer loyalty; it
will be capable of fostering real friendships.
If you’re looking for a way to connect directly
with fans and form a strong community around
your content, Discord is it.

Nicole LaJeunesse helps operate an active Discord community.
She is also YouTuber’s Managing Editor.
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Discord allows you
to upload custom
emojis that members
can use throughout
your server.
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Both Twitch and YouTube offer ways to monetize your live streams, but there are some key
differences to consider when determining how to get the most out of your content.

Guides: How to Make Money Live Streaming
BY WELAND BOURNE

Twitch and Youtube are the two
biggest platforms for live streaming for gamers, but which one will
help you make the most money?
Let’s take a closer look at monetization options on both Twitch and
YouTube so you can decide what’s
best for your creations.
TWITCH
From its inception in 2011, Twitch
has been live streaming. Purchased by Amazon in 2014, Twitch
has become the number one site
for streamed gaming content.
Specs
Twitch users can enjoy video in
1920 x 1080 at up to 60 frames per
second with the ability to stream

up to 48 continuous hours. Unfortunately, Twitch is
unable to archive streams permanently at the time
this article was written, which does potentially decrease some of its monetizing ability.
Making Money with Twitch
Once you begin streaming from your account, Twitch
has a wide variety of monetization tools ready for you
to use. YouTube and Twitch personality RumHam
provides some revealing data, including his analytics, about typical earnings a Twitch creator can make.
Let’s take a look at these tools.
Ads
You can earn revenue from Twitch through ads. Creators on a small to mid level typically see an average of
$2 per thousand views from ad placement. While ads are
not considered a huge chunk of revenue for most Twitch
streamers, they do encourage viewers to buy a subscription since ad-free viewing is one of the bigger perks.
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Subscriptions
By far, Twitch’s strongest monetization tool is the subscription
feature. Similar to a subscription
like Netflix or Hulu Plus, the subscription feature allows content
creators to charge a monthly fee,
set by the creator, for viewer perks.
These perks include but are not
limited to: ad-free streaming, chat
features, special emotes, badges
and access to archived and private streams. This is great since it
allows the content creator the freedom to choose what perks a subscription will offer. For instance,
if you like the idea of subscription
badges but you don’t like the idea
of private streams, you can choose
to offer only the badges.
Twitch has two classifications of
streamers: partners and affiliates.
The subscription services are available to both Twitch partners and
affiliates, although some subscriptions features are only available to
creators at the partner level. For
more details, Affiliate Resources
has a great breakdown of the
subscription difference between
Twitch affiliates and partners.
Game Sales
Another way creators are able to
monetize with Twitch is through
game sales. Similar to affiliate
marketing programs, Twitch
creators can link their viewers to
the Twitch store to buy games that
creators are playing or that they
mention during their stream. Currently, this feature is only available

to those with partner status, but for every purchase
made through the link, creators receive a five percent
commission fee.

Bits
The final way that Twitch creators can cash in is
through fans Cheering with Bits. Bits are pieces of
cybercurrency that viewers gain by watching ads and
filling out surveys. A singular Bit is equal to $0.01.
These Bits can be donated to channels as tips. A nice
thing about this feature is that creators have the option to set minimum and maximum donation limits.
YOUTUBE
Conceived in 2005 and purchased by Google the
following year, YouTube added their live streaming
services in 2013.
Specs
YouTube’s stream quality is impressive providing
support for 3840 x 2160 video at up to 60fps as well as
360 degree video. Most important, YouTube allows
creators to archive streams permanently, allowing
viewers to return and re-watch their favorite videos.
Making Money with YouTube
RumHam also shares his Youtube analytics about the
rather complex way one makes money on YouTube.
YouTube has been in a constant state of flux this past
year regarding monetization, so keep this in mind
when viewing RumHam’s video. Here’s a look at the
monetization tools that YouTube makes available.
Ad Revenue
By far the most common monetization tool YouTube
has to offer is ad revenue to its partners. YouTube has
recently gone through an overhaul of their Partner
Program, requiring that to be eligible for monetization, channels must meet and maintain the following
requirements: at least 1,000 subscribers and at least
4000 hours of video watched in the past 12 months.
Both requirements must be continuously maintained,
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otherwise you lose your partner
status and access to ad revenue.
Those who qualify with “top tier
content” are invited to be part of
Google’s more lucrative Preferred
Program, which bundles together
content for selective advertising.
While creators are able to generate a steady stream of income
through ad revenue, there are
some downsides. Even preferred
partners are being subject to
review for “family-friendly content” through Google’s AdSense
algorithms, which are constantly
changing requirements and making it difficult to predict who and
what content will be allowed to
have ads. Still, as long as you’re
able to maintain either Partner or
Preferred Partner status, ad revenue from YouTube is a great way
way for an established channel to
receive steady income.
Subscription Sponsorships
Just recently, YouTube launched a
Twitch-style subscription service
called sponsorships. This program
offers similar features including the ability to customize your
offerings. However, at the time
that this article was written, most
of the program is still in beta with
YouTube currently rolling out the
subscription service only to “qualified” gaming channels. YouTube’s
says that the service will eventually
be part of their Partner Program.
Super Chat
The newest way for people to make
money on YouTube Live is through

a feature called Super Chat. This allows partners to
receive money and tips during their live streaming.
However, since this is a newer feature, there’s not
much data on revenue potential. Still, it’s another tool
to potentially increase your revenue.
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
After reviewing the features for both platforms, you
may be wondering which one is better. The question
you really should be asking yourself is how to use both
YouTube and Twitch to monetize your live streaming
creations to their maximum potential.
Twitch does appear to be interested in providing some monetization for affiliates while they try
to grow their channel, while YouTube is focused on
creators with well-established followings. If you are
interested in launching a gaming channel, Twitch
might also be preferable, since most gamers go to
Twitch looking for this type of content. However, that
does not mean you should choose only one platform.
YouTube can be a great advertising opportunity for
your Twitch channel. Additionally, YouTube can also
be a great archival platform for your Twitch streams.
The Advantage of a Multi-Platform Strategy
By creating a multi-platform brand, you can also
maximize your revenue while incorporating other
tools both on and offline. Here are a few platformindependent monetization options to consider.
Patreon & Ko-fi
Donation sites such as Patreon and Ko-fi allow viewers to support creators directly. While Ko-fi does it
through the use of one time donations, Patreon users
are able to set up multi-tier monthly services similar
to subscriptions. You can direct your viewers to Ko-fi
and Patreon in your videos and streams, and both
platforms have the ability to set up direct links in
description and home pages.
Sponsors
Sponsorships can be an incredibly lucrative for some
creators and can be multifaceted, including comYO UTUB E R
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pensation for event attendance,
product endorsement, product
reviews and even product placement into your content — usually
through wearable merchandise or
consumable items. This is generally reserved for creators with a very
large subscriber base, although
some companies might also
consider influencers with an avid
niche fan base. Smaller creators
may often receive free products,
which can also be a great form of
compensation for smaller creators
depending on the product.
Merchandising
Merchandising can be a wonderful revenue generator that also
helps build your personal brand.
Many smaller to mid level creators
have been able to make money by
selling merchandise, be it t-shirts,
buttons or custom creations,
through either their own website
or sites such as Etsy or Redbubble.
On a larger scale, creators with
company sponsors often partner
with those sponsors on lines of
merchandise geared toward influencing the creator’s viewers.

FINAL THOUGHTS
It’s important to create a great product and a solid
fan base if you want to make money on any platform.
I would suggest starting out with Twitch since it has
a clearer, more user-friendly interface and allows you
more control and opportunities to grow while launching both you and your streams.
Once you have established a fan base, begin to
upload your streams to YouTube to ensure they are
properly archived for viewers. This also allows you to
start growing your following on YouTube, as well. Be
sure to cross-utilize the sites, linking one to the other.
It’s also never too early to take advantage of additional tools for maximum earnings.
Ultimately, you’ll need to craft a monetization
strategy that makes sense for your fan base and your
projects. It all comes down to marketing both you and
your content. There is potential to eventually make
a living streaming your game play and even to earn
some serious bank — if you’re willing to put in the
work to make it happen.
Wéland Bourne is a award winning filmmaker, graphic designer,
and board game creator.

Affiliate Marketing
Usually placed in a stream’s description box, an affiliate marketing link allows the viewer to go
visit the site of a product or company. Creators then receive a small
commission for every visit and/or
item purchased through this link.
This commission value varies from
company to company.
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Workout channels are a popular lifestyle subgenre that cover a wide range of fitness
activities including bodybuilding, yoga, dance, ab workouts, cardio routines and
almost everything in between.

SUPER-NICHE

BY EMILY FULLER

What We Can Learn from Workout Channels

Fitness-focused creators often
have a base of dedicated fans who
rely on their videos as a consistent
way to find workouts they can do
in their homes, often using little or
no workout equipment. These five
workout channels offer different
approaches to the art of making
interesting and engaging videos
that foster channel growth and
financial success.

warm ups, main workouts and cool downs, which
naturally leads viewers from one of their videos to
another. Fitness Blenders has monetized their channel through advertisements before and during their
videos. They’ve also used the channel as a link to their
personal website and Home Workout Plans which
cost anywhere from $5 to $10.
With strong viewership and a high number of
subscribers the channel seems solidly founded on
monetization from both external advertising and
sales of their own workout programs.

Fitness Blender is a very successful channel run by a husband
and wife duo. With 4.7 million
subscribers and more than 500
full-body workout videos posted,
the couple has learned how to
use sleek, consistent visuals and
simple, easy to follow workout
instructions to attract and retain
viewers. They release a new video
every Monday, which establishes
consistency for their audience.
Their workouts are organized into

FITNESS BLENDER
UPLOADS: 841
SUBSCRIBERS: 4,759,074
VIDEO VIEWS: 760,961,073
CHANNEL TYPE: HOWTO
USER CREATED: JAN 19TH, 2010
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POPSUGAR Fitness is one branch
of a much larger lifestyle brand
that covers entertainment,
beauty, fashion and fitness on
YouTube and other platforms. On
the POPSUGAR Fitness channel, the team creates a sense of
consistency in their videos with
Fitness Host Anna Renderer, who
introduces the guest instructor
for each video. With 1.8 million
subscribers, POPSUGAR Fitness relies on popular health and
workout trends and brings in
celebrity trainers to lead workouts that come with a lot of name
recognition for viewers (i.e. the
Victoria’s Secret model workout).
POPSUGAR Fitness also uses collaborations with other creators
from mostly the lifestyle genre to
grow and expand their audience.
As far as monetization, they
sometimes acknowledge corporate
sponsors within their videos, and
they also use pre-roll advertising.
In the “About” section, the creators
also provide a link to their cleaneating app, which viewers can buy
on iTunes for $2.99.

POPSUGAR FITNESS
UPLOADS: 1,054
SUBSCRIBERS: 1,870,114
VIDEO VIEWS: 256,661,671 C
CHANNEL TYPE: HOWTO
USER CREATED: NOV 22ND, 2010

YOGA WITH ADRIENE
UPLOADS: 390
SUBSCRIBERS: 3,176,284
VIDEO VIEWS: 244,813,148
CHANNEL TYPE: HOWTO
USER CREATED: AUG 30TH, 2012

Yoga With Adriene is one of
many yoga channels on YouTube,
and with 3 million subscribers,
Adrienne has found an equation that attracts viewers of all
ages, genders and skill levels. Her
videos are simple and consistent
visually and stylistically. Adriene
has created a consistent brand
through her on-screen graphics,
intros and thumbnails. When the
video starts, she usually jumps
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THE FITNESS MARSHALL
UPLOADS: 126
SUBSCRIBERS: 1,204,848 VIDEO
VIEWS:189,829,422
CHANNEL TYPE: HOWTO
USER CREATED: SEP 11TH, 2014

right into the workout and uses a
calm, quiet voiceover to provide
instructions and keep the videos
engaging. Adriene addresses
trends in health and wellness in
many of her videos and she offers
yoga routines to help viewers deal
with anxiety, depression, specific
bodily pains or workout goals like
weight loss or increased flexibility. Adriene uses ads to monetize
her channel and she also provides
a link on YouTube to her personal
website and online store, where
she sells merchandise and subscriptions to personalized yoga
programs with exclusive, ad-free
versions of her videos at a cost of
$9.99 per month.
The Fitness Marshall is a workout
dance channel run by Caleb Marshall, whose high-energy personality and killer dance moves get
viewers moving along to popular
songs for a fast-paced workout.
At 1.1 million subscribers, Caleb
creates short, effective workouts
— they only last the length of one
song — and encourages viewers
to create their own workout “playlist” using a combination of his
videos. Caleb brings in a different
group of backup dancers for each
video, and they usually represent
many different skill levels and
body types. By asking viewers to
create their own “Cardio Concerts” he encourages his audience
to stay within his channel to create a workout of whatever length
they desire. On his channel, Caleb
also provides a link to his Patreon,

where supporters can gain access to additional “patron only” videos or pay for a special shout out from
him on social media.
As far as monetization, the Fitness Marshall promotes sponsored products within some of his videos
in a way that’s fairly brief and painless, and the channel also uses pre-roll advertising.
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Scola Dondo describes herself
as a “personal trainer and food
lover,” and she runs a lifestyle
channel focused on health and
fitness. She releases several types
of videos every week including
“Motivation Mondays” (mostly
advice on health and wellness)
and “Workout Wednesday” (fitness routines). Scola shares her
personal story about weight loss
with viewers and her channel
feels more casual and personal
than the other workout channels
featured here. Her contagious
personality and openness with
her audience make the channel
feel safe and approachable, even
for viewers who many not have
much experience with fitness
or workout programs. Scola’s
workouts are easy to follow and
designed for all skill levels and
living spaces. Her videos address more than physical health
and are meant to help viewers
feel healthy physically, mentally
and emotionally. Ads are present
on some of her videos, but she
isn’t selling any type of personal
product or workout plan, which
makes the channel feel a little
more genuine and familiar than
some of the more business-oriented workout channels.
These five channels all strive
to make fitness accessible to a
broad range of viewers, and they
employ a variety of business
strategies to make that possible.
If you want start or grow your
own fitness-oriented channel,
use the success of these five

SCOLA DONDO
UPLOADS: 568
SUBSCRIBERS: 239,266
VIDEO VIEWS: 18,545,190
CHANNEL TYPE: HOWTO
USER CREATED: MAY 30TH, 2010

channels to inspire and inform your own channel’s
development. And if you’re just looking to break a
sweat, these channels won’t disappoint.
Emily Fuller is a writer and multimedia producer with a background in video production, journalism, public broadcasting and
media education.
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YouTube has introduced a number of new tools for creators to utilize. Not all have been met enthusiastically, but there are useful things to take advantage of. One is the ability to choose when
ads play within your video. Despite having this option for a while now, too many creators don’t
use the feature to build the adspace into their videos.
The concept of throwing to commercial may have been built within
the traditional television platform,
but utilizing it in your YouTube
videos has plenty of benefits, and
implementing isn’t difficult.

viewing experience, they’re going to feel intrusive.
That means it’s time to use the tools at your disposal
and change your content to make ads less of an interruption to your content. Aside from eliminating the
annoyance factor, there are other benefits to integrating “throws to commercials” within your content.

WHAT’S THE POINT?
Planning out commercial breaks
may not seem important; after all,
YouTube’s ads have their own fadein/out function, making it easy to
ignore on your end. But the ads’
automatic function isn’t discerning in its placement. More often
than not, advertisements start at
inopportune times, frequently in
the middle of sentences; completely disrupting the flow and immersion. This is the kind of continuing
annoyance likely to cause viewers
to click away and never return.
Ads during videos are expected,
but if they’re an impediment to the

• Better Flow — Building commercial breaks into your
content ensures that you retain control over your

GAMING

BY JORDAN MAISON

Crafting “Throw to Commercial” Moments
Makes for Better Video Content
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video’s flow of information and
overall pacing.
• Prevent Interruptions — Nothing destroys the flow of your videos, killing viewer engagement,
more than an advertisement
starting right in the middle of
dialog. Whether your video is a
scripted series, talk show, top list
or news update, ads interrupting
the action without forewarning
is the quickest way to send viewers elsewhere.
• Dramatic Effect/Building Tension — Watch any reality show
competition, or even soap operas, and you’ll see how cutting
to commercial builds dramatic
tension. Leaving audiences purposefully dangling keeps them
sucked into the content despite
the break.
• Professionalism — Planned commercial breaks add another level of
professionalism to your channel. It
shows the planning and attention

“

PLANNED
COMMERICAL
BREAKS ADD
ANOTHER LEVEL
OF PROFESSIONALISM TO
YOUR CHANNEL

to detail you’re willing to put in while also letting subscribers know you want to give them the best viewing
experience possible.
FINDING THE MOMENT
Creators have the ability to place ads at specific points
on the timeline, but mostly tend to spread them out
evenly throughout the video. Logically it makes sense,
but the timing almost never works in conjunction
with the content and you end up with mid-sentence
cutoffs or odd transitions.
Changing this up for your gaming videos isn’t difficult but requires a shift in every phase of your production. As you’re scripting shows out — even Let’s
Play style videos should have some form of plan or
layout to follow — figure out where the best breaks in
your content come up. These tend to pop up naturally
whenever you’re transitioning the conversation to a
different topic.
For instance, if you’re doing a retrospective video
on the history of a specific game, you’ll be talking
about multiple different topics: early development,
gameplay, reception, etc. When your narration moves
to the next segment, that’s an excellent time to segue
into commercial.
On countdown videos, ads can be easily inserted
before you start talking about the next game on your
top list. In a talk show format, take a break before a
big interview or as you transition between subjects —
where you’d typically throw it to the next presenter.
Even a Let’s Play video can be broken up, since you’ll
typically know when loading screens happen, or when
you’re waiting in the lobby of multiplayer games.
IMPLEMENTATION
Once you’ve found the ideal timing for your commercial breaks, it’s time to find good ways to put them
in place. Simply having your host say “standby for a
commercial break” won’t do you any favors. It gets
the job done, but this standard phrase does little to
engage your viewers. You want to give them a reason
to stick around through the ad.
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Much boils down to the personality of the host and utilizing
their voice to make these segues
as smooth as possible. On a news
show, use the transition to give
viewers a taste of what’s to come;
“After this commercial we’ll dive
into this week’s latest news…”
Build excitement towards your
number one spot on a top list
video, by throwing to a commercial just beforehand: “Which game
landed our top spot? Find out after
this break!” A similar technique
would work equally well for gaming tournament or multiplayer
battle videos.
Sometimes, a natural point
within your content creates its
own transition. This is how scripted television handles commercial
breaks; dramatic pauses become
elongated, eventually fading to
black leading to commercial. This
keeps audiences guessing as to
what happens next.

“

PLACING ADS
WITHIN YOUR
VIDEO IS DEPENDENT ON
KNOWING THE
MATERIAL INSIDE AND OUT.

Place your ads in a way that complements your content, and don’t let
them interrupt you mid-sentence.
Placing the ads within your video is dependent on
knowing the material inside and out. Just as you mark
it in your script from the outset and record them during production, it’s important to make sure your edited video still makes sense for those particular spots.
Sometimes better options for ad placement pop up
unexpectedly — another reason it’s crucial to watch
and rewatch your videos before posting.
It may seem like extra work for no (immediate)
gain, but using YouTube’s ad placement tool is a great
way to show another level of professionalism and
dedication. And it will eliminate a great deal of viewer
frustration, preventing them from clicking away to
another channel because of annoying video ads popping up in all the wrong places.
Jordan Maison is a video editor and VFX artist who’s been working in the industry for a number of years. He’s done web featurettes for Disney and edits/writes content for video game and
movie websites.
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In the way of new media, the term became a running joke on Twitter almost as quickly as
the assured headlines rolled in. From shared apartments to presidential marketing suits,
people wondered: what on earth is an influencer?

BEAUTY & LIFESTYLE

BY RHIANNON MCGAVIN

A Beginner’s Guide to Consumer Advocacy

It’s a vague, peppy term that feels
strangely sufficient to describe the
YouTube economy of content that
has evolved in the last few years.
Some creators do produce music,
films, books — and those actions
come with their own titles — but
the truest medium for anyone
above a certain subscriber count
is, perhaps, influence. With eyes
and advertisers slathered over the
video-sharing website, the question for some creators becomes
how to use that sway.
The realm of beauty vlogging
might seem mired in consumerism,
but each product could be reimagined as a catalyst for discussion.
Everyone makes personal choices
about what they buy and use on
a daily basis, and those decisions
construct real influence, no matter
the size of the audience.
Under the current global economic system, money is nearly
always connected to some form of
violence: even if someone only buys
from their local farmers market,
the bank of their credit card could
be funding human rights violations

somewhere else. Consumer-based activism is complex,
which is all the more reason that more people should
be encouraged to try.
Social media stars do have a responsibility to be
informed on social issues just like anyone else, if to
not actively point their audiences in an informed direction. For the beauty vlogger, critical thought must
extend past the efficacy of the product to consider
the forces that created it. Here are some of the major
movements in the beauty domain.
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ANIMAL RIGHTS
Probably the most visible of the
movements on YouTube, people
have protested against cosmetic
experiments on animals since
the 1980s. A search for “vegan
beauty” on the platform turns up
nearly two million results, with
people discussing their favorite
products that don’t use animals
to test. One way to view the argument is that, while it is unethical to test new medications on
humans, making animal trials
necessary, makeup is more of a
privilege than a right. The European Union officially banned
cosmetic animal testing in 2013,
while fewer and fewer American
companies use the practice, so
the public interest and petitions
are working.

Lex Croucher’s Vegan & Cruelty-Free Gift Guide is one of many instances of creators helping viewers find more humane makeup options.

BOYCOTT, DIVEST,
SANCTION, OR THE BDS
MOVEMENT
Inspired by the boycotts against
Apartheid in South Africa, this
campaign to end Israeli human
rights violations is part of the
larger Palestinian resistance.
As in the name, the strategy is
to boycott, divest from, or place
Kaya Empire uses her influence to direct viewers to the her favorite BDSsanctions on cultural and finansafe makeup products.
cial institutions that support the
occupation and oppression of the LABOR PRACTICES
It does not feel adequate to describe the sweatshop
Palestinian people. BDS was just
systems and child abuse coordinated and maintained
nominated for the Nobel Peace
by multinational governments and companies as
Prize, and the movement gains
traction every day. Many cosmetic simply “unethical.” These issues cross with beauty in
companies are unfortunately tied a myriad of ways, from the supply chains of fast fashup in this market, but alternatives ion to the smallest ingredients. For example, the mineral mica is a practically ubiquitous component of
are just as present.
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color cosmetics, but approximately
20,000 children work in dangerous
conditions to mine the material
in northern India. Mica mining
has only recently been legalized by
the country after investigations
revealed how often these children
die in the unsanctioned mines.
In other regions dealing with
debt bondage and poverty, jobs in
garment factories can be the best
way for people to provide for themselves and their families. For these
issues, boycotts are not necessarily the ultimate protest because
policy decisions structure the local
economies to rely on these hazards. Most activists within these
countries recommend contacting
corporate officials to ask them to
take responsibility and improve
working conditions. It is essential to move with this knowledge,
and understand that glitters and
clothes are more than possessions
to be briefly worn and discarded;
they belong to a wider exploitative
system. For more information on
these issues, Rowan Ellis and Rian
Phin are quite educational.

“

VLOGGERS
HAVE INTIMATE
ACCESS TO THE
OPINIONS OF
THEIR VIEWERS.

Rian Phin highlights the major problem of child labor in the mining of
mica, a mineral commonly used in a variety of cosmetics.

larger cosmetics market has sped up to recognize the
leverage of vloggers over the market, and the vlogging scene is even more powerful when taking these
USE THAT INFLUENCE
concerns into account.
These are just a few aspects of
From what I have seen, the most effective method
being an informed buyer and
is to explain what you use and why; people are more
promoter. Beauty vloggers should
receptive to being inspired by good examples rather
absolutely research the supply
than just being told what to do. The online beauty
chain of brands that they use in
community is full of people speaking honestly and
order to fully educate their viewers. passionately, and that influence can be exercised
Vloggers have intimate access to
even more.
the opinions of their viewers, with
McGavin began making YouTube videos when she was
more people taking online reviews Rhiannon
12, and continues to use the platform to discuss art, literature and
into account when purchasing new lipstick. She interned for 2 years at RED Studios in Los Angeles,
and currently makes waffles in the film equipment rental office of
UCLA between classes.
products than ever before. The
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Youtube’s censor-bot is a menace to most creators trying to monetize on the platform with
Adsense, especially comedians creating edgy content. Since the Adpocalypse, many comedy
creators are now learning that they can earn more from Adsense alternatives.

COMEDY

BY ODIN LINDBLOM

YouTube Uncensored:
Funding a Comedy Channel
With ever changing algorithms,
there is no sure way to appease
Youtube’s fascist AdSense AI bots.
Youtube insists they have smart
bots; of course, who wants to
admit to having a dumb kid? But if
this were a video on Youtube, the
fact that I used the word “fascist”
would likely prevent my video
from earning AdSense dollars. The
new upcoming changes to AdSense will soon make it even harder to monetize on the platform,
so it’s time to either conform to
YouTube’s definition of advertiserfriendly content or start thinking
outside the AdSense box.
KEEPING YOUR
ADSENSE REVENUE
If you’re willing to dull your comedic edge, it is possible to keep
your AdSense revenue flowing
by strictly adhering to YouTube’s
community guidelines. Most of
the requirements in the guidelines
are actually quite reasonable, so
some comedians may find them
easy to meet. The real problem
comes from the enforcement of
those guidelines, most often ac-

complished through YouTube’s automated content
evaluation system.
Many creators have come forward to complain
YouTube’s bots removing ads from videos that follow
the community guidelines, so even keeping content
in YouTube’s safe zone may not be enough to prevent
your videos from being flagged for demonetization.
In such cases, it is possible to appeal the decision,
but even temporary demonetization means a loss of
revenue for creators. It’s best to have other sources of
revenue whenever possible, even if you are committed to producing ad-friendly content.
SPONSORSHIPS
If you can find a sponsor for your channel or video,
you’re already ahead of the game. Sponsors will someYO U T U B E R
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times provide a monetary amount
for every time your viewers click
on a link to their website or their
product, or they may pay a flat
fee for custom-produced content.
Some sponsorships have no monetary value involved, but they may
hook you up with their product,
which can still be more valuable
than AdSense – even if they are
only sending you 50 gallons of
mayonnaise.
AFFILIATE MARKETING
Affiliate marketing is a very easy
way to earn money from your videos. In the description box underneath your video on Youtube, you
can list specific links for merchandise. Once someone clicks on your
link and buys that product, you

get a percentage of that sale from the seller. Amazon
is probably the most popular; however, many companies also have these programs. Additionally, some
companies like Amazon will provide an incentive to
you if someone enters their site through your link and
looks at the product you recommended but then buys
something else on the site.
Perhaps you have friends who are doing product
reviews on YouTube and already earning money with
affiliate marketing. Maybe you’ve wondered, “I don’t
do product reviews so how will this work for me?” It’s
all about finding your niche and providing links to
merchandise that might interest your viewers. For
example, let’s say you’ve just made a great comedic
or satiric video lambasting a politician that everyone
hates. Perhaps your actors wear t-shirts your viewers might want. You could provide links to purchase
those t-shirts on Amazon. Additionally, in your
description box, you might want to create a heading
like, “Here’s some more items that I find funny,” and
provide more links there.

Passive income from affliate links can really add up, especially if your links point to more expensive items like
the camera you use to shoot your videos. Check with sites like Amazon, B&H and Adorama to find a good fit.
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Some savvy Youtubers producing comedic content are choosing
to list the gear they used to make
a video under a heading in their
description box with links next
to each production item. Since
most production gear carries a
high price tag, purchases may
be infrequent, but many content
creators still earn in excess of what
AdSense was providing for them.
Adorama and B&H both have
affiliate programs that are video
production gear specific. While
many companies have affiliate
marketing programs, it’s all about
finding the right fit for you.
PATREON
While Kickstarter is designed to
raise money for a specific project
with an end date to the campaign,
Patreon provides funding to

“

MOST
COMEDIANS I
KNOW WOULD
LITERALLY
SWIM WITH
SHARKS BEFORE
ALLOWING
THEIR
CONTENT TO BE
CENSORED.

content creators on an ongoing basis. The platform
provides a simple and easy way for fans to financially
show love to their favorite artist or channel. Supporters are typically rewarded with exclusive content and
the occasional swag.
Typically, Patreon takes approximately 10 percent
of all donations while you keep the other 90 percent;
this amount can vary slightly since there are three
different fees involved in processing donations. In
addition to money, Patreon provides an important
way for artists to connect with their audiences since
username, email address and donation amount is
included for each transaction. In many Youtube video
description boxes, Patreon will be the first link listed.
SELLING YOU AND YOUR STUFF
One of the attributes that distinguishes fans from
ordinary people is the large amount of stuff they
collect, from t-shirts to hats to action figures. This is
a wonderful opportunity for comedians to capitalize
on. Online stores like Etsy are easy to set up and are a
great platform to sell all of your merchandise. YouTube can also be a great platform to promote yourself
and your upcoming stand up tour or an ongoing gig
at a local nightclub.
THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
While there is always the option of creating censorbot-friendly content, most comedians I know would
literally swim with sharks before allowing their content to be censored in order to earn a few bucks from
AdSense. That doesn’t mean Youtube is a useless platform. The description box underneath your Youtube
videos is the key to letting your fans know how they
can support your work — your uncensored work —
to ensure that more laughs keep coming.
Odin Lindblom is an award winning producer of corporate and
commercial video.
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It’s not worth it to subject your loyal subscribers to a skewed review in exchange
for some quick profits. Roman Mica, host of TFL Car and TFL Truck, gives his perspective on keeping your product reviews honest and accurate.
The Fast Lane Car

PRODUCTS

The Fragility of Trust:
Ethics of Product Reviews

BY DAVID G. WELTON

Reviewing products is always a
tightrope walk. A best-case scenario is a review that pleases both
the audience and the owner of the
product. But, things don’t always
work out that way.
Imagine a YouTube channel that
only evaluates the products that
advertise on that channel. In an
attempt to keep advertisers happy,
and income flowing, this cozy
arrangement inevitably produces
glowing reviews. But, the temptation to focus on the positive stems
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from the flawed logic that a happy
advertiser always equals financial
success for the creator.
JOURNALISM 101
Unlike a doctor, real estate broker
or high school teacher, anyone can
call themselves a journalist — there
is no licensing system or other
qualifications. A trained journalist
typically has a university degree in
journalism, but not always.
Thanks to social media, we now
have citizen journalists. These
novices often bring fresh approaches to their work but might
not understand the broader tenets
of the craft of journalism.
Many YouTube reviewers fall
into the category of citizen journalists. They are likely experts on
the products they examine, but
lack training in journalism.
In their “Code of Ethics,” the
Society of Professional Journalists
offers guidance to help traverse
the tightrope a product reviewer
treads: “Deny favored treatment
to advertisers, donors or any
other special interests, and resist
internal and external pressure to
influence coverage.”
A reviewer’s job is to objectively
expose a product’s good and bad
qualities, while not bowing to
pressure by anyone. You’ve earned
subscribers because those viewers
desire accuracy to inform their
purchasing decisions.
If your reviews always paint a
glowing picture of products, your
audience will find another, more
objective, channel. Remember, trust
is a fragile thing, even the smallest

transgression can destroy your credibility, and your
channel’s success.
TFL CAR AND TRUCK
Roman Mica is the publisher of the popular YouTube channels TFL Car and TFL Truck. Collectively,
the channels have about 853,000 subscribers with
352,000,000 total video views. Mica brings a strong
journalism background to his reviews through a
Master’s Degree in Broadcast Journalism from Northwestern University.
Early in Mica’s career, he worked for a small-town
TV news outlet where he was essentially a one-man
operation serving as talent, camera operator and
video editor. This early experience gave him a valuable skill set needed in the production of a YouTube
channel. Later in his career, he learned the ins and
outs of web publishing with a review blog that garnered him free products but little cash flow. Mica
turned to YouTube to find success as a reviewer.

Roman aims for transparancy in all of his car and truck reviews. It’s one
of his central tenants, along with conducting real-world reviews and
staying consistent.
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The goal of every reviewer is
to get their hands on a product
before it is launched to the public. Mica points out that if you
want access to products that have
not hit the shelves, you have few
choices except to develop and
maintain a good relationship with
the manufacturer or distributor.
Mica puts it this way, “Manufacturers hold the keys to the kingdom, especially if the product isn’t
available to the public.”
Mica says he wishes he had
the budget to use the Consumer
Reports model for reviews. The
Consumer Reports organization
purchases items they analyze
at public retailers, just like the
consumers they serve. They are
unwilling to take the chance that
a loaned sample product is in any
way different than the ones on
retailers’ shelves. Most YouTube
reviewers don’t have the budget to
go out and buy products, but you
can’t deny that the Consumer Reports model eliminates the chance
of funny business.
WINE AND DINE DILEMMA
According to Mica, the automotive industry holds media events
that allow reviewers carefully
controlled access to their products. Manufacturers invite Mica
to events and sometimes pay his
flights, hotel and food. Ideally,
Mica would love to reimburse the
trip costs and eliminate any perception of conflict of interest. But,
in reality, he could only afford one
trip per year — not good enough.

Mica is guided by three principles that he feels have
garnered him success as a YouTube reviewer: transparency, real-world reviews and consistency. First,
transparency means that his audience know everything they need to understand the motivations of the
reviewer. Mica gladly accepts invitations to a manufacturer’s media event. If he is wined and dined by the
manufacturer, he wants his viewers to know — it’s the
first thing he says in his review.
Second, real-world reviews mean that products are
reviewed in a manner consistent with their typical
use out in the field. An unscripted romp up a muddy
hill in a 4x4 truck is one example. Finally, consistency
means that the release of new videos is done with
predictable frequency.
Mica acknowledges that, “Click bait works. There
are channels out there that call their content ‘reviews’
and get lots of views, but they are not providing objective, real-world assessments. Their owners might gain
short-term profit, but not long-term viewer trust and
sustainability.” Clearly, Mica is in the YouTube game
for the long haul.
Follow Mica’s advice and stay true to your audience;
they are relying on you for accurate information to
guide their important buying decisions.

David G. Welton teaches Media Studies at Butte College in northern California. In his infrequent spare time, he runs a fledgling
YouTube channel of yo-yo videos (youtube.com/davewelton).
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Vloggers who embrace the art of storytelling create much more meaningful content for YouTube.

VLOGS

BY JULIANA BROSTE

How to Tell Stories Using the Daily Vlog Format

As vloggers, we are the heroes of
our stories, and we are the storytellers. We have full control over
what we share. Vlogs can be as
simple as creating a daily diary,
or they can be more complex with
thoughtful storylines and editing.
Having so much creative control
and freedom, it begs the question:
What makes the best vlogs?
The best vlogs tell a story. Vlogs
are much more complex than
simple montages, a jumble of awesome shots cut to awesome music.
Vlogs tell stories that are logical
and narrative. The real question
is, how? While many people focus
on the gear, it’s also important to
master the art of storytelling.
TO VLOG
OR NOT TO VLOG?
These days, everyone has a camera in their phone, but creating
a quality story takes a lot more
than hitting the red record button. A common mistake? Shooting
EVERYTHING. Sure, it’s scary to
think we might miss something
if we don’t film everything! But,
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capturing everything is exhausting
and unnecessary, and it creates a
complicated editing process.
As creators, we have to make the
conscious choice about when to
record, and even more important,
when NOT to record. Discipline
is the secret and the challenge.
Hit the record button only when
everything is perfect. Choose carefully what you capture. Get plenty
of coverage to focus on your key
points, but in general, less is more.
THE PLAN OF ACTION
Start with a shotlist or loose outline of what you want to film. Ask
yourself: What’s going to happen
today? Which of these events or
scenes do I want to film and which
ones can I ignore? Coming up with
a rough outline will give you time
to capture an interesting story
while also allowing time for rest
between scenes. Even if you don’t
know everything that will happen,
having a rough plan will be useful.
Of course, once you have a plan,
it’s OK to change the plan! Keep
your camera at the ready in case
something interesting pops up!
THE FORMAT
While the format for vlogs tends to
vary from person to person, there
are many key elements you’ll want
to include:
1. Introduction. Tell us who you
are and what we’re doing today.
It’s OK to briefly re-introduce your
channel to your viewers — you
never know who is watching for
the first time. Just keep it snappy.

2. Dive into your first mini-story. Tell us about your
first exciting event or story point.
Remember, all stories have a beginning, middle and
end. Share relevant footage that explains what we’re
about to do, what we’re doing and what we did.
When filming your on-camera moments, it’s OK if
you don’t say it all perfectly in one take. Feel free to
ad-lib or do a couple takes to make sure you got it. For
vlogs, jump cuts are very much in style. You won’t get
away with that as a TV news reporter, but for casual
video blogs — you’re all good! So, in the edit, trim
your story down as needed to add style and to refine
the key points. You should also add relevant B-roll to
make the story more interesting.
3. Transitions. These are essential to keeping your
story moving, and will help viewers travel with you to
the next story point. There are several ways you can
transition. You can tell us on-camera when you’re
moving on to the next thing (ie. I just did this, and
now I’m going to do that). Another option — add
cinematic transitions like time-lapses or cool speed
ramps, or add interesting B-roll to reflect upon the
events that just occured or establish a new scene and

You’ll have an easier time crafting a story in post-production if you start
production of your vlog with a shot list.
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move the audience to the next beat
in your narrative.
As far as adding editing transitions, use them with purpose. For
many, straight cuts and a periodic
fade to black or white can help you
tell your story. Don’t just add a
bunch of transitions to your video
for the sake of adding style and
flair. Sure, have fun experimenting
with every star wipe and funky dissolve effect imaginable, and then,
never touch them again. Only use
them if they enhance your story.
For example, the zoom out effect
can be a super cool transition to
move from a wide shot of a building exterior to an extra wide shot
that reveals the surrounding
buildings on the street. However,
using this same zoom out effect to
transition between two unrelated
story beats would be jarring.

“

THE BEAUTY
OF VLOGGING
IS THAT YOU
CAN INCLUDE
AS MANY OR
AS FEW MINISCENES AS YOU
WISH.

4. Repeat step two and three as needed. The beauty
of vlogging is that you can include as many or as few
mini-scenes as you wish!
5. Conclusion and Sign-Off. This is the payoff.
We’ve been watching your video for minutes and
minutes — give what we’ve been waiting for — some
type of resolution.
Did we achieve what we said we were going to do?
Reflect on this question as you wrap up the story.
Then, invite your audience to interact with you
— give them a call to action! Ask them to give your
video a thumbs up if they liked it, tell them to leave a
comment or invite them to watch additional videos
on your channel. It never hurts to ask!
THE DAILY GRIND
Over time, you will fall into a flow and develop a
format that you can repeat for all episodes. You’ll find
that this type of daily vlog format can carry over to
other forms of filmmaking.
While the secret to beating YouTube’s algorithm is
ever-changing, creating regular and even daily content is a strategic and personal goal for many. In TV
news, it takes a whole team of people to create quality
shows around the clock. Vloggers, as one-person
film crews, have the same challenge of “feeding the
beast.” In order to run a successful YouTube channel,
remember to be realistic and set goals that you can
achieve. You’ll have a lot more fun and create work
you are proud of.

Whether you spot Juliana Broste, “TravelingJules” in front of the
camera or behind the lens, you’ll recognize this fierce female filmmaker sporting pink lipstick and an armful of camera gear!
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Launching a project can be very intimidating — especially when the project you’re
launching is making bold claims like revolutionizing the size and scope of video
games. It takes countless hours of preparation and planning and work, and then,
when it’s finally out in the world, there’s no guarantee people will even care.

STAR CITIZEN

HOW CLOUD IMPERIUM GAMES USES YOUTUBE TO KEEP FANS
ENGAGED THROUGHOUT THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
BY RICKY ANDERSON II

We had the chance to talk with
J.J. La Britt and Jared Huckaby
from Cloud Imperium Games
about how they go about making
videos for the Star Citizen YouTube Channel and how you can

create an engaged community
for your project, before and after
it’s released.
Cloud Imperium Games (CIG) is
the company behind Star Citizen,
a highly immersive multiplayer
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online game unlike any other
before it. From flight simulation
and space exploration to combat,
players get to choose their roll in
this continually expanding world
of space adventure.
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HOW CLOUD IMPERIUM GAMES USES YOUTUBE TO KEEP FANS ENGAGED
THROUGHOUT THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Crowd funded by over 1 million
backers pledging over 178 million
dollars to help bring this project to
life, Star Citizen thrives because
of its avid fan base of those who
believe in the game’s vision, community and ambition.
Jared Huckaby, Content Manager of Global Video Production
and Community Management at
Cloud Imperium Games, started
as a backer and later came on
board to work with the team’s
video production prjects. Jared
explains how the need for video
arose from the game’s earliest
stages of development.
“In those early days, we were
crowdfunding a game. We didn’t
have a finished game to show people like most video game projects.
Those early Communications in
the first couple years when I came
on board focused on the people,
the idea being that if you get to
know the people who are making

As Content Manager of Global Video Production and Community Management at CIG,
Jared Huckaby wants viewers feel connected to the developers behind Star Citizen.

Star Citizen, maybe you’ll know the game that those
people are making.”
Why make videos?
Because of the ambitious vision to create a game the
size and scale of Star Citizen, the team decided the
best way to get people on board was to show as much
of the behind the scenes process as possible.

Matt Sherman, Technical Designer at CIG Santa Monica
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Jared recalls how early on in the development of the
game, “…we were making a lot of pretty bold claims…
We wanted to make this huge giant game; we wanted
to make it outside the traditional development model.
It drew a lot of skepticism, and it still does today.
And one of the ways we combat that skepticism is the
“here’s the guys, they’re right here on camera.”
Being this transparent has allowed for the Star
Citizens community to stay engaged with the project as the developers continue to expand and develop this game further.
It’s because of this outreach, Jared believes, that
Star Citizen is as successful as it is. He declares, “…
none of [our success] would’ve have happened if we
announced Star Citizen and said ‘Okay now come
back in 5 years, you know, and we’ll have a game.’ It’s
because of this constant never-ending outreach each
and every week that keeps them engaged, that keeps
them invested in the project.’

Production Process
Over 20 web series are produced
per month on their Star Citizen
YouTube Channel. Each series
has it’s own unique format and
dives into a different aspects
of the game development. They
range from shows dedicated to
interviewing the writers of the
game, who will break down story
structure and why story choices
are made, to series dedicated to
showing how bugs are fixed in
the game.
Jared explains, “I am of the
belief that if you can make something that appeals to everybody,
you’re probably making something very bland. You’re probably
CIG cinematographer J.J. La Britt,
seen here behind
the camera, is commited to making
sure the videos
chronicling the
game’s development match the Star
Citizen aesthetic.
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making something not particularly edgy or interesting or unique in any way. So we apply that that
idea to our video content.”
The production team uses Blackmagic cameras to
shoot their variety of series. Cinematographer J.J.
La Britt expresses how Star Citizen is a “…visually
beautiful [game], so our shows should also be visually
beautiful.” J.J. will regularly check in with the writers
and developers learn about how the game is going
to look and feel so he can then communicate that
through each show’s set. J.J. describes how he will,
“...go to the writers and be like ‘Hey can you tell me
about Drake, what’s their feel?’ and they’ll be like ‘Well
it’s dark and mysterious.’ So these interviews, I’ll set
up a dark background with really contrasted lighting.
Or let’s pop this background in to make it feel like one
of the manufacturer’s.”
This is done not only as a means to stay true to the
game’s visual aesthetic but also as part of the company’s dedication to doing more. “…[J.J.] helped to the
raise the production value of a show that nobody was
complaining about. But as with every aspect of Star
Citizen, we ask ourselves ‘can we do this better?’ If
yeah we can, then let’s do this better,” Jared praises.

How do ideas come about?
With over 73 million total views
on their YouTube channel, Jared
expresses that though they have
achieved a certain level of success,
they are always looking for new
ways to engage their audience.
At the beginning of 2018, they
ended two series and launched two
new series in their place. This decision was made with a combination
of listening to their community
and diving into their YouTube analytics. Jared explains “The thing I
love most is the average view duration. Views are nice easy number
to look at and say ‘okay yeah those
[videos] are getting views,’ but I
look at the average view duration.”
As a case study, he uses one of
their series, Lore Makers Guide,
which features the writers of Star
Citizen talking about story. Jared
continues, “It doesn’t get a lot of
BUG SMASHERS
is a series where
a game engineer
takes a broken part
of the game and
goes through the
process of figuring
out why it broke
and how to fix it.
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views — there aren’t a whole lot of
people interested in the behind the
scenes of how a story gets made
— but it has one of our absolute
highest average view durations.
The people who do watch that show
watch more of that show than any
other show that we have.” In fact,
at the end of the year, when they
polled their audience to see what
their favorite show is, audiences
actually voted Lore Makers Guide as
the favorite show on the channel.
Challenges
The biggest challenge the video
production team faces is working with the development team to
show work that is still unfinished.
Jared points out, “We have a lot of
artists, and art and artists no matter what field you’re in, whether
you’re oil painting or sculptures
or video games, they all share a

Jared Huckaby sits down with the Lore Team to talk about the process when creating the
various star systems that comprise the Star Citizen universe.

common trait; they want their work to be DONE and to
look as good as possible before you show it to anybody.” Because so much of what is produced is around
work that is work in progress, it’s one of the biggest
struggles when creating their many series. This can
oftentimes affect the deadlines and production schedule of the many videos they produce. Jared continues.
“…And we’ll tell them “That’s great we’ll will put italics

Star Citizen is
created by Cloud
Imperium Games,
LLC and Foundry
42, Ltd across 5
studios located in
Santa Monica, CA;
Austin, TX; Wilmslow, Manchester,
UK; Frankfurt,
Hesse, Germany;
and Derby, UK.
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like ‘work in progress.’” But they’re
like ‘NO IT CAN LOOK BETTER.’
We go through that every single
week. But that’s because everyone
is so invested that even the work in
progress they want to look great.”
Another challenge the team faces
is communicating visual style and
aesthetics across their five studios they have set up around the
world between Europe and North
America. In 2016, the company
made a big push to create a Global
Video Production department and
embedded people in each of their
respective studios. They did this to
“…really build out our capabilities
so that we could truly focus on the
worldwide Global development
of this game and it’s a challenge
every single week,” Jared shares.
Each studios focuses on different aspects of the game while still
sharing some level of crossover.
It’s a logistical challenge but one
the team seems anxious and eager
to meet every week.
Rewards
The most rewarding aspect of their
work, J.J states, is, “…the community. Like the immediate feedback
we get when we make a video. We
will release an ATV and I can get a
message on Discord from a few of
our community members [saying],
‘Oh this thing you guys did was so
cool! Like this shot you got from
the ship was so awesome!’ — like
that. The immediate feedback is
so cool and you end up becoming
friends with these guys over it”

Jared even expresses how the criticism is rewarding. He explains, “[criticism] is never mean-spirited
or anything; it’s them helping us improve our production…and they’ll help us identify that stuff. It’s a collaborative effort in every respect. I mean Star Citizen
is a collaborative effort, so why shouldn’t outreach be
collaborative, as well.”
Conclusion
Creating a project can be challenging and many
would choose to wait until the project is ready to
launch to share it, but based on how Star Citizen has
grown their community, sharing the process may
be the key. Jared believes that, “…an amazing chunk
of our success came from those early years of showcasing the people that were making the game. You
always do great with B-roll; you’ll always do amazing
with flashy visuals. And if you can have the flashy videos and the production value and all that stuff, that’s
awesome. But if you don’t focus on the people…”
The team also encourages you to experiment.
Speaking from 13 years of experience on YouTube,
J.J. emphasizes that you need to “…just experiment.
You have to keep experimenting. Try different
things, you know just do it. Keep on shooting, keep
on rolling with it.”
A Texas-based video producer with over 10 years of experience
in online video production and an expertise in creating engaging
and entertaining videos.
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The Cloud
Imperium team
gathers at Citizen
Con, a convention
celebrating the Star
Citizen community
as well as looking
forward to upcoming game content.
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Rising video essay star Sage Hyden sits down with YouTuber to
discuss his video making process, to speak to some of his recent
successes and to share about his channel’s humble beginnings.

SAGE HYDEN

JUST KEEP WRITING
BY SKY SCHOLFIELD

For academics and film aficionados alike, video essays are a staple
resource for critiques and commentaries on film and popular
culture. Using the same visual
medium, video essays allow for
vast creativity, and YouTube has
seen an explosion of essayists over
the past half-decade. A rising star

of this genre, Sage Hyden sat down with us to talk
about his process of making video essays and how he
interacts with the dynamic YouTube ecosystem.
YouTuber: It’s been interesting to see your page grow
and grow recently, and I think we’re all interested in
hearing about how you got started. To jump right in,
how has this process been for you behind the scenes?
Does your chanel resemble your first attempt on You-
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Tube, or did you have to try out a
couple of different ideas first?
Sage: I did; it actually took me
a while to figure myself out. The
first videos I made were actually
way back in 2012 and they were
about mythology (laughter). Those
aren’t live on YouTube any more.
A few years ago though, I started a
different channel under a different name, “Sage Rants,” which I
had been adding to up until last
year. I re-looked at my work and
figured out that what I had really
been doing was talking about what
makes a good story and what you
can learn from other movies and
TV shows when they go wrong or
when they do something right. So,
I just pivited the channel directly
towards that.
YouTuber: Has it changed much
since then? I imagine you’ve had
quite a lot of interaction with your
new subscribers.
Sage: A little, yeah. I feel like I do
pretty much exactly what I want
to do. There hasn’t been a video
I’ve made that has been like, “Ah,
I kind of have to make this video.”
I’ve been fortunate, at least recently, that the topics I choose happen
to be interesting to the people
who are watching me. When I was
doing the mythology thing, it was
kind of like a test into YouTube —
trying to figure out the technical
side of it, like how to edit graphics and everything else. What I’m
doing now is taking subjects that
I know people are interested in

and I use them as a way to introduce stuff that I am
interested in teaching people about.
For me, it’s not just the opportunity to talk about
“Stranger Things.” That was also an opportunity to
teach people about Harold Bloom’s criticisms and
“The Anxiety of Influence” and all of those ideas. I
could of very easily just made a video about Harold
Bloom, but it probably would have been less interesting to people. What I’m learning to do now is package
videos. On the exterior level — like in the thumbnail. I
know people will be interested in it, and I know I will
as well. Also, it will have these underlying things that I
slip into the video that add value.
YouTuber: Can you guide us through that process a
little further?
Sage: For me, I’m trying to find topics that I have
something to say about that hasn’t been said ad
nauseum. It’s kind of hard to figure that out because
there is so much content on the internet, which
makes it hard to know if what you are saying is
original. The idea, though, is to take a popular piece
of media and figure out something that it does that
is exceptional compared to other pieces of popular
fiction, rven though other pieces might be doing
something similar. For instance, I have a “Game of
Thrones” video where I talk about how George R.R.
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Martin creates empathy for his characters. Considering the things I point out in that video, I could have
easily made that video about a ton of other writers.
I felt though, for that video, there were things that
were very important to his particular writing style
and of course it’s “Game of Thrones,” something that
people are very interested in learning more about. So,
it’s about finding something that has a built-in audience and then finding an angle to it that is interesting, and once I have that, I can start writing.
YouTuber: Sounds like you have a great system
worked out. How do you find those things you think
people will be interested in hearing about and you
know a lot about? Do you have a running roster of
ideas that are half in the bag and ready to go, or do
you start from scratch every time?
Sage: Thats a good question. It feels like it’s a different process every time. I do have a list filled with
a hundred different potential ideas — things I could
look into — and I have another list that is my next

ten. I often find, though, that I
have an idea, but when it comes
to the week that I need to write
that idea, it will completely fall
apart. I’ll find that I didn’t really
have something deeper to say
about that idea, or that it will be
like half of a thought. So I have to
go back to the drawing board and
figure something else out. I have
kind of been leaning on movies
and TV shows or books that I am
already super familiar with and
leverag[ing] that knowledge of it.
For example, I made a video recently about “Rocky” because it is
my favorite movie of all time, and I
know a lot about it already.
YouTuber: Rocky! I wouldn’t have
expected that, based on your other
videos. Nice. So, when you write,

Though Sage could have referenced any number of TV shows or movies to demonstrate how writers
create empathy for their characters, he chose to use “Game of Thrones” as his example because of its
rich narrative style and its undeniable cultural relevance.
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are you a “write everything and
then record” type of person or do
you go back and forth between the
two as you are working?
Sage: I research as I’m writing,
looking for secondary pieces of support in all of the books on screenwriting and writing that I’ve read
before, just going over them trying
to find something to support what
I’m saying or some piece of literary
criticism just to kind of give a fuller
video. That’s like eighty percent of
the video for me, because after that,
you record it, and it’s just trying to
find visuals that will accompany
it. Although, I will say one thing
I do is I partition it in my mind a
bit. I don’t let the voice in the back
of my mind that says ‘that’s going
to be really hard to come up with a
visual for’ dissuade me from writing something. If I did that, that
would really slow down the writing
process. So, I kinda put my writer’s
hat on, and I write the script as
succinctly as I can. Then, when it
comes to editing, I’ll be very frustrated with myself because it’s like,
‘oh now I have this big block of time
that I don’t have a visual for,’ so I
have to figure out a new way to say
it. At least at that point though, I
have the audio recorded, and I have
something to work with. I partition
my mind like that so that I can get
the ball rolling.
YouTuber: That is a great way to
go about it. So, now that we know
you have your writer’s hat and
your editor’s hat, do you happen
to have a copyright hat? Given you

use a lot of secondary media in your videos, do you
have many copyright claims on your work?
Sage: Just for one of my videos. It hasn’t been a huge
issue for me. I am using copyrighted content under
fair use law, so I am a bit surprised it hasn’t been as
big of an issue as it seems when I read headlines of
other YouTubers. I think YouTube and other companies see the value of video essays and that they operate under fair use.
YouTuber: Yeah, video essays seem to fall directly
under how fair use was written.
Sage: Exactly.
YouTuber: It seems like now, YouTube is a little volatile in terms of demonetization, and a lot of people
are supplementing their YouTube income with a
Patreon page. How has the monetary side of YouTubing been for you?
Sage: I do have a Patreon, and I think we are kind
of in uncharted waters right now as far as YouTube’s
new policies go. I haven’t had a big issue with copyright, but I have had an issue with demonetization
recently. For example, in my last couple of videos, if
you have even one word that dips a toe into an edgy
subject, then YouTube’s algorithm will find it and
demonetize it. Then, you have to go and submit a
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request to go back and look it over.
My videos have been remonitized,
so it hasn’t affected me too much,
but there have been a few days of
lost revenue.
YouTuber: That has to be annoying.
Sage: Yeah, but that’s what is
great about services like Patreon.
It’s a check against what’s happening on YouTube.
And I understand, like, why
its happening; there are good
reasons. I think they just have to
figure out a way to get a little bit
more precise with how they are
doing the demonetization. There’s
a lot of growing pains there, but
that’s what makes Patreon the
great service that it is. It provides
that level of stability where things
may go up and things may go
down, but you’ll always have that
base of your supporters.
YouTuber: That is good to hear,
given the rough YouTube waters
that have made many creators
outspokenly uneasy. Finally, do
you have any advice for other cre-

ators reading this that may want to follow a similar
path as you?
Sage: First and foremost, just keep making videos and try to get better as you go on. I had a lot of
trouble with that because I had long periods of time
I would be making videos, and I would have long
periods I wouldn’t because I would feel so critical
about how good my videos were. I also would say, it
might seem like an obvious point, but the first thing
you got to nail down is what your branding is. One
hundred times over, branding branding, branding.
That is something that my channel struggled with a
lot. I called one of my early channels Sage Rants just
because I didn’t know going into it what I wanted
to do. I had a name that was very vague. You had to
watch a video or two of mine to actually understand
what the channel was, and I think that was a huge
barrier to my channel growing. You couldn’t really put
your finger on what it was. As soon as I changed the
channel name to Just Write, though, it was very clear
to people, ‘oh, this is a writing channel!’ If they were
interested in seeing videos about writing, then they
knew what it was and would subscribe and hopefully
catch the next video and the video after that. Finding
a way to brand yourself in a way that you are comfortable with, I think, is hugely important to creating
something that you are proud of.
Sky Scholfield has been producing videos for clients including
National Public Radio, The Smithsonian and NGOs throughout
Northern California for over ten years. He now manages a studio
for United News International in Portland, OR.
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